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Comment

Zimbabwe:
I
f there

Looking ahead

any thoughts that the emergence of the
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) signaled
were

the

beginning of the decline of Zanu-PF as the
political force in Zimbabwe, the December
extraordinary congress of the latter has proved otherwise.
The party seems to have emerged from the congress stronger
and more united, in readiness to faee the challenges ofthe future.
The year 2000 began with a series of misfortunes for ZanuPF and its government, significantly marked by the defeat in
the February constitutional referendum.
That was followed by the explosion of the land issue,
characterised as it was by massive land occupations led by
veterans of the independence war.
This problem presented the Zanu-PF government with
difficult choices; it either had to flash out the occupiers in the
name of old colonial laws or allow the oceupations to proceed.
The question was, on the one hand, how was the government
going to enforce the rule of law without being seen to alienate
that segment of the population that constitutes its main support
base, and how on the other, could it allow the land occupations
to go unchallenged without being seen to violate the
fundamental laws of the country, particularly in as far as they
relate to property rights?
dominant

This
as

was a

the eountry

dilemma that became

even

harder to

overcome

moved towards the June parliamentary elections,
by the referendum results, could have meant a

which ifjudged
certain defeat.

The election results themselves and the orgy

of violence
preceded them reinforced the notion of a party increasingly
facing resistance from a significant segment of the electorate,
particularly in the urban centres.
Having lost 55 of the 117 directly elected parliamentary
seats, it had in the previous legislature, with the prospects of
an even greater loss, given the fact that the MDC had challenged
through the courts the results of 38 constimencies, Zanu-PF
was left with no option but to engage in some serious soul
searching. This extraordinary congress has provided that unique
opportunity for revitalisation. Zanu PF gains a new lease of
life by embracing unambiguously, the land issue, not as an
enterprise led and dynamised by war veterans, who happen to
be members of the party, but as an issue that represents the
aspirations of the vast majority of Zimbabwe’s rural
populations, to whom lack of access to land equals not only an
unfair historical accident, but also a state of deprivation, leading
to deepening poverty.
It is a rare vietory for Zanu-PF in this year of misfortune
that

after misfortune. But it

was

also in difficult times that such

liberation movements in Southern Africa, ofwhich Zanu-PF is

integral part, sueeeeded in closing their ranks and move as
unified groups in the struggle to free their countries fromeolonial domination. Zanu-PF itself was not spared from such
an

setbacks, including the rivalries and acrimony that prior to the
December 1987

unity accord marked the relationship with its
ally in the Patriotic Front, PF-Zapu.
Having reaffirmed itself as Zimbabwe’s dominant political
force, it is now incumbent upon the leadership of Zanu-PF to
never again relent and disappear, as it happened before, into
the comfort of their offices. Zanu-PF’s complacence in the past
is what created the void that in 2000 saw the party nearly and
unceremoniously being swept out of power.
former
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Having succeeded in overeoming its first most serious post
independence hurdle, Zanu-PF needs to move swiftly in the
proeess of consolidating its position. Not by closing the space
which would allow other politieal forees in the country to thrive
within the

constitutionally established democratic order, but
by openly and eloquently presenting itself as the best alternative
that the country can count on for many years to come.
This is an enterprise that will require the party to gain the
necessary courage to renew itselfthrough a process that eould
allow a younger generation of cadres to emerge and take over
the leadership of the party, bearing in mind first, the notion
that no leader is indispensable, and secondly, the unprecedented
immense challenges that the party will certainly face as the
country moves steadily towards the 2002 presidential elections.
These are elections that no doubt will be fought tooth and
nail between those candidates that will be fielded in by both
Zanu-PF and the MDC. There will be

no worse case

scenario

then, than the electorate being presented almost/åri accompli
with the prospects of having to stick with the old guard.
There are those of the most fervent supporters and members
of Zanu-PF who may want to interpret the persistent calls for
a leadership renewal as an attempt to betray the ideals of the
liberation

struggle, in the

name

of whieh

so many

people

sacrified their lives. However, realism will dictate that while
it is an undeniable fact that those veterans of the liberation

have done their part in liberating the country from
placing it in its rightful place in the context
of international relations, the current economic challenges
facing Zimbabwe require a rejuvenated leadership, which when
faced with the need for compromises as a means for political
and economic survival will act accordingly, without necessarily
having to compromise on the fundamental objectives of the
war

may

colonialism and

war

of liberation.

In Southern

Afriea, Zimbabwe is not the only target of the
imperialist onslaught being waged against those governments
which in the context of the political reality of the region,
emerged tfom the fonoer liberation movements. This is clearly
reflected in the recent events in Mozambique, the attempts at
tarnishing the image of Thabo Mbeki in South Africa, the
failure by the West to neutralise Unita in Angola, and the
attempts at dragging the Angolan war into Namibia. So, faced
with this reality, there is a danger of the old guard in Zanu-PF
falling into the temptation of wanting to stay forever in power,
in the mistaken belief that they are the last barrier in defence
of the revolution.
There are also those among the party stalwarts, who may
tempted to be persuasive against the need for leadership
renewal, arguing that those now at the top must stay put to
oversee the land reform programme almost to its logical
conclusion. However, the folly of this thinking is that it almost
assumes that, in its nearly four decades of existence, Zanu PF
has not been able to groom a new eadre of young leaders,
sufficiently committed and ideologically clear, as to lead that
process in the years to come.
It is also an argument that regards land distribution as less
a continous process than an event that can be accomplished
be

in

a

few months. Those

are some

of the issues that Zanu PF

may need to address urgently as the country moves
the next presidential election in 2002 b

towards
3
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The

A lesson from America

plight of farm workers in

Zimbabwe
In

For those who

November, I visited some friends and a relative in a farming
in the Northeast of Zimbabwe. Most of the

agricultural
workers in the area are second generation Malawians, who I
think should qualify as beneficiaries of the current land
redistribution programme in Zimbabwe.
Indeed I was told that the government of Zimbabwe is
doing just that. However, there have been reports that resettled
farm workers are subject to threats of dismissal from their
employers, which in effect, for many employees also means
losing the houses they live in.
Having nowhere to go and no other immediate means of
survival, and yet with families to support and school going
children to take care of, the farm workers are forced to reject
area

and denounce the resettlement process.
This is the context in which farm workers’ denounciation

ofthe resettlement programme in Zimbabwe should be viewed.
Farm workers want land, but
victimised by their employers.

they

are

afraid of being

thought that America had nothing to teach
there is actually one big lesson that

Africa about democracy,
Africans

leam from the recent electoral confusion in the

can

United States. The first lesson is how not to
Each American state has its

own

it difficult to

one

come

up

with

run an

election.

electoral laws, which makes

signle system of judging the
The second lesson is how to

fairness ofthe electoral process.

respect the decisions of the courts.

A1 Gore made it clear in

speech that, although he did not agree with the
decision of the US supreme court, he was going to accept it.
He went on to offer his cooperation with the transition team
of his rival, and launched an appeal to all Americans to rally
behind their new president. It was a lesson of civility that if
emulated elsewhere in the world, could go a long way to rid
the globe of its inherent instability and lack of progress.
his concession

Alex Chuma

Blantyre
Malawi

Jim

Kamwila,

Lilongwe,
Malawi

The
The

pitfalls of uncritical ‘reconciliation’

scenes

shown

on

international televisions all

over

the world, of six white South African policemen ‘training’ their dogs

by assaulting innocent black immigrants should have served as a sharp reminder as to the fact that racism in Southern Africa
is still very much alive. The simple thought by anyone that human beings could be used as objects for dog training is just mind
boggling.
Southern Africa is a peculiar region in Africa in the sense that having been the last bastion of colonialism on the continent,
it is still littered with many whites who have refused to accept the reality of change and have continued to be stuck in their
yesteryear racist ideology.
This has been confounded by the so-called policies of reconciliation promoted by the West and uncritically embraced by
the new black political elite, but whose function is the maintenance of the status quo. Reconciliation in the context of race
relations in Southern Africa should be viewed as a give-and-take process in which the white community has more to give than
to take, while the blacks should have nothing to apologise for trying to change the situation.
It is this uncritical embracing of ‘reconciliation’ as viewed by the West and the white community which has led to the
situation that Zimbabwe finds itself in today. For, had Zimbabwe’s post-independence government been more systematic in
adopting positive discrimination policies in favour of the black majority it would be possible to see in the country today a
more balanced and mutually respectful relationship between blacks and whites.
Ananeas

lyambo

Windhoek
Namibia
Letters should be addressed to:
The Editor P.O Box MP 1005, Mt. Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, or 109 Coventry Road, Workington,
Zimbabwe. Email: sappho@zimmirror.co.zw
Letters must Indicate the writers full name and address, and may be edited.
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Cover Story
2000

The year

of Zimbabwe’s
political watershed
Lloyd Sachikonye

2000 will go down in the annals ofZimbabwe’s histoiy as marking an important political
was not pre-ordained. Ifyou cast your memories back to the late 1980s, things
looked quite different. Zanu-PF looked as dominant as ever. As a liberation movement transformed
into a broad nationalist party, it had dominated the political stage since independence. One of its
crowning achievements had been uniting the two factions of the nationalist movement in 1987. Its
broad legitimacy was not seriously questioned in the 1980s and early 1990s. Indeed, so dominant
was it during this phase that most ofthose who belonged to the ‘who is who ’ in Zimbabwean society
belonged to it.
The year

watershed. But this

T

he

public bureaucracy, the media,
the city and town

councils, the district and

village councils were
run by offlcials and
cadres broadly sympathetic
even

being
to

ideals

the

and

perspectives of Zanu-PF.
Indeed,
most
of the

intelligentsia in civil society
and institutions of higher
learning, not to mention the
emergent indigenous business
groups, appeared to broadly
endorse the Zanu-PF agenda
such

as

it

was.

Even the

normally critical university

in 1979. It could mark the
renewal

or

re-invention of the

nationalist

movement

as

symbolised by Zanu-PF. A
good and popular constitution
would be

an

act

of historic

compromise in a context in
which civil society was coming
into its

own;

demonstrate

above all, it would
a

certain

measure

of

responsive leadership, if not
statesmanship. Zimbabwe
would then have been poised for
a genuinely new era. The

experiences and skills of
crafting a national compromise
on

such a historic and vital issue

of constitutional reform would

students would demonstrate

have had

their support

effect on the

positive long-term
country’s political
of the Zanu-PF
culture specifically, and on the
government in Harare’s streets
democratisation process more
in the early 1980s. Those years
marked the high point in Zanubroadly. If that constitution
enshrined most of the views
over
PF
hegemony
Zimbabwean society.
Pleading for mercy: The campaign for the June elections expressed during the national
If you cast memories back was marred by widespread violence . ..
public hearings, then it would
have been endorsed at the
to November 1999, things still
looked promising. The constitutional process was reaching
February referendum. Most likely, there would have been
its climax. Here was an extensive national exercise in
peaceful elections, and no mayhem such as that which took
consultation of views of the different sectors of society on
place in the first half of 2000 and considerably tarnished
Zimbabwe’s image of stability and tranquillity. Business
what should (or should not) be included in a new constitution.
would have continued normally, the number oftourists would
It was a golden opportunity for the ruling party to demonstrate
have continued growing. Land reform would have been tackled
that it was ‘a listening party’ that respected the different views
much more systematically and orderly and assistance from
of the various sections of Zimbabwean society. The new draft
various domestic and foreign sources would have been more
constitution would faithfully reflect the priorities and
forthcoming.
aspirations of Zimbabweans as they entered a new century.
This was not to be. And this is what made 2000 a major
This would be a historic landmark in the maturing of
Zimbabwean society in terms of a peaceful transition from
turning point in Zimbabwean politics. The turning-point was
the beginning of the decline of Zanu-PF and the rise of the
an era dominated by the Lancaster House constitution signed
6
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Cover Story
Movement for Democratic

developments

were not

Change (MDC). Yet these
inevitable or pre-ordained by any

means.

The two

major events which signalled the decline of ZanuPF fortunes were the rejection of the constitutional draft in
February 2000, and its enormous loss of seats in parliament
during the June 2000 elections. Its majority of directly elected
seats

shrank from 117 to 62. Most urban seats

were

the MDC formed

lost to

barely nine months earlier. The actual
campaign was fought for desperately by Zanu-PF; it
deployed war veterans in the rural areas and commercial
farming sector to spearhead the campaign. It turned out to be
the most violent election since independence in 1980. Up to
now, the matter of over 30 seats whose results are being
contested by the opposition MDC is still before the courts.
What has contributed to the waning of the Zanu-PF star?
Part of the answer lies in what happened to the economy in
the 1990s. The economic refonn programmes, crafted with
the blessing of the World Bank and the IMF, somehow went
awry. They did not deliver the promised vigorous growth, the
thousands of new jobs, export competitiveness, balanced
budgets, low inflation and better living conditions. Instead
the budget deficits and debt balooned out of control, growth
stagnated when it was not declining, job
election

a party or leader is judged. This is understandably painful to
Zanu-PF stalwarts. Their discomfiture and derision of the

MDC stems from the worry that their role as custodians of
nationalism and history will be belittled and undermined.
But the country

they took over has been changing. The
demograghics have shifted. There has been a generational
shift in political allegiance and outlook. Civil society has
grown denser and become more sophisticated. A party which
intends to maintain its hegemony needs to take into account
such changes and shifts. It would need to adjust and ‘renew’
itself This is where the matter of leadership and succession
becomes central. It is therefore scarcely surprising that
leadership succession has featured highly in political
discussion in the media, inside as well as outside Zanu-PF
in period the from 1998 onwards. There has been a genuine
interest in when and how the present

leadership would groom
leadership. This was against the background of the
graceful exit of Sir Ketumile Masire and Nelson Mandela in
neighbouring Botswana and South Africa respectively.
a new

Pundits await with much interest whether the succession issue
will

ultimately be resolved at the December congress of ZanuPF. Or whether the matter will be put on hold until the

presidential election, possibly in the first quarter of 2002.

retrenchments increased, inflation became
uncontrollable and living standards plummeted.
From 1998, food riots became a spontaneous
feature of response to that erosion in living

standards. The

working class was one of the first
respond to this erosion of living
standards. On the economic front, its organisation,
the Zimbabwe Congress ofTrade Unions (ZCTU)
became the focal point of opposition to the Zanuof social forces to

PF economic

measures.

The calls for national

‘stay-aways’ were widely heeded as an eloquent
protest at deteriorating economic and social
conditions.
An analysis of economic governance during
the 1990s reveals both government incompetence
and mistaken advice by the Bretton Woods

institutions. Zanu-PF cannot escape blame

for that
incompetence in macro-economic management.
However, it is also scarcely surprising that
president Robert Mugabe’s ire has been pointedly
directed at the IMF. Clearly, the start of the
implementation of adjustment programmes in 1990 And police went out in full force to contain the tide of violence between
marked the beginning of loss of autonomy of the ZANU-PF and MDC supporters
Zanu-PF government in economic and social
That election will be a defining one perhaps more so than
policy. This was the beginning of the decline of its hegemony.
Added to this were the increasing number of reports of
any other since 1980. The stakes are very high. The conditions
under which it will be fought will be crucial. If there would
corruption and cronyism in public sector institutions. The
alienation of the population from the political process, and
be a replay of the intimidation, violence and blatant
from Zanu-PF grew. It was characterised by apathy during
manipulation of the public media, then their legitimacy would
be seriously thrown into doubt. The emerging mood in the
general and local elections in the 1990s. There was a political
vacuum waiting to be filled. This is how the MDC came within
country, however, is such that any ‘stealing’ of the election
a whisker of winning more directly elected seats than Zanuby whoever would be resisted. This will make the campaign
PF in the 2000 election.
a volatile one. There will be competing discourses: one for
The events of2000 show that the population and electorate
conserving the alliance which won independence but lost
have become more sophisticated in their political outlook.
economic control, and another for change by an expanding
The state of the economy features highly in their calculations
but untested alliance whose capacity for hegemony is still
much more than the symbolism of nationalism and
limited.
It is with this background that Zimbabweans prepare
independence. History and direct participation in the liberation
themselves
to enter the second year of the century ■
struggle are no longer the main or sole criteria against which
SAPEM DFXEMBER 2000 / JANUARY 2001
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News Briefs

Angola
Russia

Luanda

fight against rebels

Russia has

agreed to provide
military aid and training to the Angolan
government in its fight against the rebel
UNITA movement, Angolan Defense
Minister Kundi Paihama said recently.
-

“The aim is to break the backbone of
UNITA rebel leader Jonas

Savimbi,”

Paihama said in Luanda. He said the
deal included

training Angolan

anny

statT in Russia and

providing advisers
to teach Angolan troops on the use of
anns to be acquired by Luanda. He did
not give details of the anus purchases.
Russian embassy officials in Luanda
were not immediately available to
confinn the report. Moscow has long
supported Angola’s former Marxist
government in its 25-year-old war
against Savimbi’s Union for the Total
Independence of
Angola (UNITA).
Reports said the military agreement was
signed by Russian Deputy Prime
Minister Ilya Klebanov and Paihama
during Klebanov’s two-day visit to
Angola in November. During his visit,
Klebanov also signed an agreement with
Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos
Santos to increase bilateral economic

support, especially in Angola’s diamond
industry, which exports up to US$1
billion worth of

rough diamonds

annually.

Sudan
Witness Claims Ex-Mayor
Distributed Firearms to Kill

Tutsis

Arusha

-

A

said. The MLC, headed

of Tutsis in the
communes of Gikoro and Bicumbi,
central Rwanda. He is also accused of

controls

planning, ordering and encouraging

More

related to the

to provide military aid to

Angola’s

Semanza is charged with 14 counts of
genocide and crimes against humanity

proteeted witness, identified

VP, claimed before the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
in Arusha that Laurent Semanza, the
as

fomier mayor of Bicumbi, distributed
firearms and machetes to the

massacre

before Trial Chamber Three of the ICTR

composed of judges Yakov Ostrovsky
of Russia (presiding), George Williams
of Jamaica and Pavel Dolenc of
Slovenia. Seven witnesses have

so

far

testified in the case, which started on
November 6.

DRC
Aerican

deeense chiefs agree to

WITHDRAW TROOPS FROM

CoNGO

areas

numerous

that

are

than

Renewed

home to

gold and diamond mines.
10 000

refugees elee

EIGHTING IN SOUTHERN

notorious Interahamwe and other
persons to rape and sexually assault
Tutsi women. The accused is appearing

by Jean-Pierre

Bemba, operates in northern Congo and

CoNGO

fighting in southern Congo-

Kinshasa has driven

more

than 10 000

refugees into northern Zambia in less
than two days, a U.N. refugee agency
official said. The refugees were fleeing
an intense battle between Congolese
government troops and rebel forces for
the strategic town of Pweto, said Martin
Bucumi, the deputy head of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees in
Lusaka. “Right now we have received
10 000 and more are coming across the
border,” Bucumi said. “We have sent a
mission into the field. We will know

from
refugees
would be taken to Kala refugee camp,
125 miles south of the Congolese border.
Among those fleeing were some 300
Zimbabwean soldiers, who the ministry
more

when

we

get a clear report

the field.” Bucumi said the

Kinshasa

-

Defense chiefs from six

African countries as well

as

rebel groups

fighting in the Democratic Republic of
Congo signed an agreement in Harare,
in December, to begin withdrawing
troops from front-line positions.
Zimbabwe’s President Robert Mugabe,
who has deployed a quarter of his
country’s army in the former Zaire,
urged the warring parties to cooperate
in pulling their forees back 15
kilometres. Mugabe also called on the
United Nations to deploy monitors to
observe the partial withdrawal.
Zimbabwe has 11 000 troops in Congo,
supporting Kabila. Other allies on the
pro Kabila side are Angola and
Namibia. The agreement, which is
expected to take effect starting
December 15 and be completed within
45 days, was signed by defense chiefs
from the rebel groups and six countries
involved in the two-year-old conflict.
The defense chief of the Ugandanbacked
Congolese
Liberation
Movement (MLC) was not present for
the signing.
But Zimbabwean
government officials said the MLC had

were

abandoning their positions in an attempt
to avoid

regarded

further clashes that would be
as

violation of the ceasefire

agreement.

Ethiopia
U.N.

CHIEF

Annan

OVER BETWEEN

declares war

ETHIOPIA, ErITREA

The two-year-long war
Ethiopia and Eritrea is over,
Secretary-General Kofi Annan

Addis Ababa

-

between
U.N.

declared after talks with senior

Ethiopian officials. A treaty set to be
signed in Algeria in mid-December is
expected to open the way for
demareation of the disputed 620-milelong border between the two Afrieah
countries, the exchange of prisoners and
the release of detained civilians, he said.
a positive story for Africa, and
really happy that we’re ending the
year with the story of peace,” said

“This is
I’m

Interahamwe militia to kill Tutsis. The

endorsed the plan at a meeting in
in
November.
Namibian

witness told the UN Court that Semanza

commissioner to Zimbabwe, Ndali-Che

Annan, who met with Prime Minister
Meles Zenawi after arriving in Addis

also threatened moderate Hutus who

Kamati, said how ever, he was concerned

Ababa

offered shelter to the Tutsis. The witness

that the deal would fail without the

tour.

MLC’s fomial

approve the peace package drafted
the Organization of African Unity.

elaimed that Semanza directed attacks

refugees at the Mwulire Hill and
personally participated in the killings.
“Semanza, in a military unifonn, fired
at the refugees,” he said.

on

8

the

Lusaka
high

in Harare said

of defence

signature. “They are one
players in the conflict and if
leaders in the region do not succeed in
persuading them to sign, that spoils the
chanees of the agreement holding,” he

of the main

as part of an eight-day African
Meles said his government would

by
“1
am optimistic and confident that this is
a final stage of the whole process,” he
said.
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civilians and seven rebels were killed in
the attacks and subsequent fighting.

Ghana
ELECTIONS IIERAI.I) END OE

Accra

RaWI.INGS’

ERA

in power for maverick President
Jerry Rawlings with general elections.
Rawlings, who seized power twice
through the barrel of a gun but won
multi-party elections in 1992 and 1996,

ANC Takes Lead

years

cannot run for a third term because of a

constitutional two-term limit. He is the
West African country’s longest-scrv'ing
head of state since independence from
Britain in 1957. In an address to the
nation broadcast

on

state

media,

Rawlings urged Ghanaians to vote
calmly and promised to accept the poll
rc.sult. “Whoever wins by genuine means
should be accepted by all of us,” he said,
although as in previous occasions he
gave no clues on what he will do when
he stands down. Seven candidates are

vying for the presidency, with Rawlings’s
president, John Atta Mills, and
the leader of the main opposition party,

Vice

John Kufuor, as the front-runners.
Ghanaians will also elect a new

parliament, whose 200 seats are currently
dominated by Rawlings’s National
Democratic Congress (NDC).
The
two main challengers are both
lawyers
and have a
strikingly similar
programme. Both have pledged to put
the economy, currently crippled by
tumbling gold and cocoa prices - the
country’s chief exports - back on its feet.

Municipai.

global treaty that conservationists hope
will ban production of some of the
world’s most dangerous chemicals. The
talks, under the auspices of the U.N.
Environment Program, are the fifth
round of global di,scussions on Persistent
Organic Pollutants (POPs) and are
expected to produce a treaty to be signed
at a diplomatic conference scheduled for
Stockholm next May. POPs, which

-

in South Africa’s local government

elections, but support for the main

opposition party
results showed.

grew, preliminary
With two-thirds of the

ballots counted

by early December, the

second all-race local

alternation.

Guinea
BORDER RAIDS CLAIM

10

MORE

LIVE.S,

THOrSANDS OF REFl'CiEFS PI AN MO\ E

Conakry - At least 10 people have been
killed in new raids on settlements in
southern Guinea near the Liberian
border. Humanitarian workers said tens
of thousands of refugees would be moved
from camps near the border because of

continuing violence and instability in the
area after months of attacks.
Military
sources said fighting continued at the
settlement of Yendu in the Kissidougou
after dissidents attacked. Rebels
also attacked the villages of Kotizu and
area

Gbayaro

near

one

the town of Macenta. At

government soldier, two

SAPEM DECEMBER 2000 / J ANUARY 2001

Delegates from more than 120

a week of talks in
December in South Africa, to devise a

Pretoria The ruling African National
Congress captured a clear majority of the
vote

-

countries held

poll since the

apartheid regime ended in 1994

the
ANC had 59 percent of the overall vote,
while the opposition Democratic

include DDT and PCBs, have been
linked to an array of adverse effects,

Alliance had 28 percent. However, many
votes remained to be tallied from the

among humans and animals. They are
used in a wide range of industrial and

country’s

poverty alleviation, the country’s AIDS

farming activities, from paint additives
pe.sticides that kill crop-eating insects.
Highly stable compounds, they can last
for years or decades before breaking
down and circle the globe in air and water
through a process scientists dub the
“grasshopper effect.” Because of this,

crisis and turmoil in

neighboring

conservationists say POPs have had a

Zimbabwe. Many of the ANC’s
traditional supporters showed their

devastating impact on human and
wildlife populations worldwide, even in

including death, disease and birth defects

poor black
townships,
traditionally strongholds of the ANC.
Democratic Alliance deputy leader
Martinus van Schalkwyk said the poll

to

indicated voters’ discontent about
President Thabo Mbeki’s handling of

dissatisfaction

at the government by
staying away from the polls, rather than
by voting for another party, said political
analyst Tom Lodge.

pristine Arctic and Antarctic habitats that
thousands of kilometers from the

are

original

source.

Uganda

Ivory Coast
h

DOCTOR WTK) had been LEADINt;

ORIANS MOURN FOUNDIN(; FATHER

Ebola

liNDER STATE OF EMFRC;ENC\

Abidjan

Ivory Coast marked the
seventh anniversary of the death of its
founding father under a tense state of
emergency after at least 22 people died in
political and ethnic violence. A public
holiday in memory of Felix HouphouetBoigny, who ruled the West African
country from independence in 1960 until his
death 33 years later, could only start once an
overnight curfew ended at dawn. The
government called a week-long state of
emergency and overnight curfew after the
opposition Rally of the Republicans (RDR)
staged bloody street protests over the
-

exclusion of its leader, tbmier Piime Mini.ster
Alassane Ouattara, from parliamentary
elections. The violence signalled serious

fight dies of the virus

Kampala

- The Ugandan doctor who
leading the battle against the
deadly Ebola hemorrhagic fever died of
'

Republic. And this time,
even the
possibility of power

same

there is

least

Pretoria

Elections

It will be the first time in this country
that power is handed over through the
ballot, under the same constitution and

in the

in

on banning tonic

CHEMICAL Ol TPl T

South Africa

Ghana heralds the end of 19

-

Tai.ks

had been

the virus
health

as

the death toll

rose to

156,

ministry

officials said.
Lukwiya, the medical superintendent at
St Mary’s Hospital in Lacor, close to
where the outbreak began in September,
the first to realize that a viral
hemort hagic fever might be to blame for

was

string of strange deaths in the area.
was the individual who
brought it
to the world’s attention,” said
Ray
a

“He

Arthur, the World Health Organization’s
Ebola coordinator in Gulu.
he got infected while caring

the staff members

“Possibly
for one of

the hospital,”
well-equipped Lacor
hospital, six kilometers west of Gulu
at

ethnic divisions in the West African countiy
divisions which Houphouet-Boigny

Arthur said. The

managed to smooth over during his nile to
give the world’s biggest cocoa producer a
reputation for stability and prosperity in a

town, has dealt with most of the 370

volatile and [xxir continent.

staff'there have died from the virus.

—

suspected Ebola cases in the district, but
in the past few weeks several nursing
9

Main Features

The scourge

of AIDS in

Southern Africa
Allast Mwanza

of 1998, 33.4 million people worldwide were infected with HIV or
suffering from AIDS. Today, the overwhelming majority of the people infected
with HIV (90 percent) live in poor countries, with hvo thirds of all infections in
Sub-Saharan Africa.

At the end

A

n

analysis of the incidence of

include Malawi

(14.92%), Mozambique

HIV

prevalence (2.5%) is roughly equal
country’s adult prevalence

that

(14.17%) and South Africa (12.91®/o).

to

HIV

prevalence rates in Tanzania
(9.42%), Lesotho (8.35%) and the

(2.12%).

and Zambia, where

Republic ofCongo (4.35%)
relatively low. However, the lowest
prevalence rates are in Angola (2.12%)
and
Mauritius (0.08%).
The
insignificant prevalence rate in Mauritius

magnitude of the HIV/AIDS
phenomenon is the percentage of women
attending (urban or rural) antenatal
clinics who are infected. Here again
Zimbabwe, with 47.4%, has the highest

women

may

the HIV7AIDS

pandemic in

.Africa, show a continent that
be divided into three broad

can

geographic regions. The first consists
of countries in which the

disease has

reached advanced stages. These
include Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

35 percent of
attending antenatal clinics are

said to be infected.

The second group

comprises of

countries sueh as Botswana, Lesotho,
South Afriea and Swaziland, where the

expansion of the epidemie is more recent.

of countries
in whieh the epidemie is still in the
intermediate stages and infection rates
among women attending antenatal care
are between 1 and 10 percent.
These
The third group consists

eountries are loeated in West and North
Africa. (However, Cote d’Ivoire and
Ghana do not belong to this category due
to the high levels of the HIV/AIDS

pandemie that they experience).
In Southern

HIV infected

Africa, with 2.9 million

people. South Africa is the

affeeted country. It is followed by
Zimbabwe with 1.5 million. Tanzania
most

(1.4 million) and Mozambique (1.2
million). Other eountries with high
incidence of infeetion are the Democratic

Republic of Congo (950 000), Zambia
(770 000)

andivialawi

(710 000).

Relatively lower infection rates are found
in Lesotho (85 000), Angola (110 000)
and Botswana (190 000).
A elear pieture of the HIV/AIDS

epidemie emerges after analysing adult
HIV prevalence rates. Zimbabwe has the
highest adult HIV prevalence rate
(25.84%), followed by Botswana
(25.10%), Namibia (19.94%) and
Zambia (19.07%). Countries with
“intermediate" levels of prevalenee
10

Democratic
are

reflect the relative geographic

isolation ofthe country, and the eificiency
of its health system. On the other hand,
a low rate in Angola may reflect the

difficulty of accessing reliable data in a
conflict-tom country.
A useful indicator of the

severity of
epidemic in each country
is the proportion of the adult HIV
prevalence in selected populations. This
proportion is given by estimating the

the HIV/AIDS

percentage

of high risk groups infected

with HIV. These include:

people with multiple sexual partners
who do not
sex

use

Another useful indicator of the

infection among
attending antenatal clinics,
followed by Botswana (34%), Zambia
(33.8%) and Malawi (21.9%). Other
countries with relatively high rates of
infection are Mozambique (18.2%),
Namibia (17.4%), South Africa (16%),
Tanzania (13.7%) and Lesotho (12.9%).

percentage of HIV
women

Low infection rates on

this category are

found in the Democratic

Republic of

Congo (4.7%) and Angola (0.9%). In
Mauritius, the infection rate among
women attending antenatal clinics is
zero.

condoms, including

workers;

people who inject drugs and share
unsterilized needles and syringes; and
populations located along the major
highways and living in urban and
trading centers.
Zimbabwe and Malawi have the highest
percentage of the high risk group infected
by HIV (86%), followed by Tanzania
(60.9%), Zambia (58%) and Botswana
(43.9%). High risk group infection rates
are also high in Lesotho (35.6%), the
Democratic Republic of Congo (29%),
Mozambique (21%), South Africa
(20.1%) and Namibia (18.2%).
Namibia’s high risk group prevalence of
18.2 roughly approximates that of HI V
prevalence among that country’s adult
population.
In Mauritius HIV
prevalence among the high risk group is
insignificant. Angola’s high risk group

A Profile of

HIV/AIDS

The World Bank (1999) uses a

four-fold

classification of countries based on HIV

HIV prevalence is

prevalence.

nascent, concentrated,
generalized and unknown. The stage of
HlV/AlDS is defined as nascent if
prevalence in groups practieing high risk
behaviour is less than 5%. It is
eoncentrated if HIV prevalenee is higher
than 5% among high risk groups but
prevalenee among women attending
antenatal clinics is still less than 5%.
HIV prevalenee is characterized as
generalized when it has spread beyond
the original subpopulations with high
risk behaviour which are now heavily
infected. In this case HIV prevalenee
among women attending antenatal clinics
is 5% or higher. Lastly, HIV prevalence
is said to be unknown in countries with

charaeterized

as
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Main Features
data

prevalence in high risk
if the only data available
period before 1992 (World
Bank, World Development Indicators,
no

on

groups or
covers the

1999:109).
Except for Angola, the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Mauritius, HIV
prevalence in SADC has become
generalized. Little information is
available

on

Swaziland, but it is difficult

imagine that the country would be an
exception in a region facing a high
incidence of HIV/AIDS. Only in
Angola and the Democratic Republic of
Congo is the HIV prevalence said to be
to

concentrated.

But the concentration

marks the transition to

prevalence.

generalized
It is possible that more

recent data could

a

indicate that HIV

prevalence in those countries is
generalized.

now

productive and reproductive components
populations. Due to the negative
impact of AIDS, many years of
productive life are lost with any rise in
infections. Furthennore, in the early years
of the epidemic, the disease tended to
spread more rapidly among the more
highly skilled or trained people. In some
countries,

men

the actual

magnitude of the

However, available information
suggests that HIV/AIDS is fast

becoming the main cause of morbidity
mortality. By the late 1990s, large
numbers of people in SADC were living
with AIDS, making it the hardest hit
region in Sub-Saharan Africa.
and

Recent estimates indicate that the
menace

is

sick due to AIDS

access to

to

on

the

people have died of AIDS since the
disease emerged in South Africa, with
related costs to the country estimated to
reach US$22 billion or 17 percent of

rapidly to full blown
AIDS, which in turn leads to rapid death.
Moreover, HIV/AIDS has a negative
impact on food security through its effects
population and economic growth. In

on

the rural areas, HlV/AlDS reduces food

security by causing the death of
productive population. At the national
level, high costs associated with the
disease may impair the capacity to import
Rxxl.

by 2010. Life expectancy is
expected to fall from 65 to 40 years by
the year 2008.
In Zambia, the cumulative number

rapidly after the

growth.

In the

However,

more

case

AIDS has

direct

policies

some

causality between
perfonnance.

of Zambia, at the

macro

level,

large impact on economic
capacity since there are other costs
a

transition costs and loss of human

capital.

HIV/AIDS and the

Poverty Phenomenon
Since the Durban AIDS international
conference in June, there has been a lot
of debate

on

the

possible link between

children) by 1997.

AIDS infection rates

are

higher in

poor

societies than in rich

ones. There is a
close link between poverty and HIV/
AIDS in that the fonner influences the

a

high prevalence of HIV/AIDS has
negative impact on productivity,
savings and investment. Per capita
income growth may be reduced as a
result of the reduction in savings and
productivity. HIV/AIDS has an adverse
impact on economic perfomiancc since

spread and impact of the latter. This is
due to the fact that poverty tends to create
more vulnerability to infection.
For
instance, poor women may be forced to
enter into high risk sexual relationships

it tends to affect the adult and adolescent

economic

who comprise the most

SAPF.M DECEMBER 2000 / JANUARY 2001

population mobility

in

areas

where there

are no

alternative

opportunities. As a result,
HIV/AIDS prevalence rates are high in

or

displacement,

culture, and government policies on
health and education.

associated with AIDS deaths which
include medical expenses, worker

poverty and HIV/AIDS.
Available evidence suggests that HIV/

The

There are other factors that have
contributed to the high prevalence of
HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa. These
include the degree of urbanization,

studies

initial identification in 1984, reaching
1.02 million (including 7 percent

The Cost of HIV/AIDS

(51.1%), Malawi (54%) and Lesotho
(49.2%).

The main transmission channel is

(iDP

sub groups

1998. Lack of access to health services

vulnerable to HIV
HIV infection

from HIV/AIDS to institutions,

was

by 70% of the Mozambican population,
a
high rate ofadult illiteracy (57.7%) and
a large
percentage of the population
without access to safe water (54%) all
contribute to a high level of human
poverty in Mozambique.
Zambia has the highest percentage of
the population living below the national
poverty line (68% in 1991) and the
highest percentage of the population
living on less than L)S$ 1 per day (84.6%
in 1993). Other countries with large
proportions of the population living on
less than US$1 per day are Tanzania

cases,

HIV/AIDS and economic

cases rose

illiterate. As a result,
population were not
expected to live beyond the age of 40 in

closely related to
security. People who are food
insecure, especially those who take
inadequate amounts of calories and
are more

no

37.7% of the

food

indicate

an

health services; 69% had

safe water; and 58% of the adult

population

HIV/AIDS is also

have died from the disease since 1985.

of AIDS

access to

economy.

(1999) estimates that 20 000 people

than 500 000

a

76% of that

during the period 1995

2005, thus exacting high costs

and

more

high rate of adult illiteracy. In 1998,
country’s population had no

to

Zimbabwe, about 700 people die from
the disease every week, and UNAIDS

According to ING Barings,

health facilities and safe water and also

education. Some estimates indicate
that 6.3 million people in Africa will fall

worsening. Thus in

investment bank,

poverty level was mainly due to
inadequate access by the population to

with

women

tends to progress

HIV/AIDS crisis is rather scanty.

AIDS

(50.7%), Malawi (41.9%) and Zambia
37.8%). In Angola the high human

no

nutrients,

Magnitude of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic
on

and

By 1998,"about 31% of the SADC
population lived in poverty. Angola had
the highest level of human poverty
(54.7), followed by Mozambique

secondary or higher education are more
likely to be HIV positive than those with

infection. In such
Data

high density areas where poverty and
overcrowding are endemic.

of the

In SADC,

high prevalence of HIV/
high

AIDS is found in countries with

levels of urbanization, such as South
Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe, where
urban poverty is concentrated.
Lack ofeducation mostly in women
mainly due to high fees denies access
to infonnation which would allow people
-

-

to

make infonned decisions.

People with little or no access to
are generally weakened
by untreated illness and, thus, become
more vulnerable to HIV when exposed.
health services

HIV/AIDS has been associated with the

persistence of untreated sexually
transmitted diseases such as syphilis and
gonorrhea. The introduction of cost
sharing as part of economic reforms has
reduced access to public health provision
for the majority of the poor and
contributed to a high degree of mobility
and mortality in the region

Main Features

Problems in

defining corruption
Allan

Mushonga

analysis of any subject depends on how those who analyse it define the
subject and qualify any terms related to the concept under scrutiny. Definitions,
depending on their accuracy in capturing the essential elements ofthe subject,
have a tendency towards constraining analyses. To this extent, the level of
understanding of the concept(s) involved will determine how you would
deal with the problem of applying the concepts to real life situations.
The

International (TI)
focuses on corruption in the
public sector and broadly
defines corruption as “ the abuse of
public office for private gain.” This

with regard to

definition leaves all other sections of

cases,

T

ransparency

society out of the evaluation of
corruption. Is there no corruption in
traditional leadership structures, intraprivate sector organisational structures,

non-governmental organisations and
even

churches?

Realising the weakness in its
definition and assessment of corruption,
TI devised another index, the Bribes

Payers Index (BPI). TI’s BPI is

still

constrained by the operational definition,
which TI chose. It fails to capture

cormption in other sections of society but

public sector. It focuses on
which pay
where they
go to invest and the government officials

the

international companies,
bribes to host governments

who receive the bribes. The

bribes

are

usually demanded and paid in exchange
for the processing ofbusiness operational
permits, licenses and tax exemptions.
The question is what about the bribes
paid to junior officers in the birth and
death registration office, bribes paid to
the central vehicle registry officers, the
vehicle inspection department officer, the
customs officials? How do we categorise
on what basis?
several forms of payment
that can be used in corrupt deals. These
include the offer or demand of sexual

these bribes and
There

are

favours, the exploitation of social
relationships such as love, kinship,
friendship, marriage, etc. The
exploitation of these relationships may
lead to the loss of millions

of dollars.

corruption perpetrated in
organisations, private and public, local
and international captured in these two
How is

indexes?
There is also

the Corruption Perception
CPI is “based on

(CPI).

perceptions only”. TI say that it is
difficult to base the assessment on

empirical data

by comparing court

e.g.

a

people are surprised to receive results of
a survey, which they never saw being
conducted

or

heard about. Yet T1 says

polls like that contribute to the actual
rating of a country on a corruption
that

because such cross country data
does not reflect the actual levels of

perception index.

corruption, but rather on the quality of
judiciary and the journalists who expose
corruption. They say that the only way
out of this problem is to build
comparative data obtained from 16
surveys based on the experiences and
perceptions of local communities and
expatriates. Of these opinion polls and
surveys, some focus on the public at large
while others target the business elite.
These polls are complemented by
analyses by largely non-resident country

is that

experts.

questions can be raised about
reliability of the survey and the CPI.

Several
the

globalised world there is
competition for resources, and access to
such resources is dependent on issues of
governance and corruption rating, among
other things, how objectively can
expatriates and the largely non-resident
country experts be in assessing corruption
in a competitor country? If it is a question
of views, what is the acceptable sample

If in the

size of these views? What is the nature
of representation of the various sections

These questions are important
results are to be
generalisable and taken as valid.
Opinion polls are the norm in the
United States of America. They are new
in developing countries, and fast
becoming a trend, especially where issues
of public interest are concerned. They are,
however, still controversial. The Helen
Suzman Foundation opinion poll on
Mugabe’s rule and the June elections in

of society?
if any

survey

Zimbabwe

were a

centre

or

not

they

reflective

of controversy.

yet however, whether
be taken seriously as
of real public opinion. Many

It is also not clear as

high level of
subjectivity in the assessment especially
12

Index

can

An

important part of opinion polls
they are intended to influence

public opinion in a certain direction.
How then can they be relied upon as a
source

of data

on

the basis of which a

country can be ranked? Countries

which

highly corrupt,
namely Nigeria, Cameroon and
Tanzania, to mention a few, have their
images tarnished as a result. In 1995,

have been ranked

as

IMF cut off US$120 million loan to
Cambodia on allegations of corruption.
In some circles claiming Nigerian

nationality amounts to claiming
criminality because Nigeria has been
as corrupt all over the world. It
stigma which today makes it

labelled
is this

difficult for many
abroad.

Nigerians to travel

preoccupation and obsession
in its assessment of
corruption prejudices society of a more
objective analysis and actually
inadvertently encourages international
type corrupt business people who move
from country to country corrupting
governments as they seek investment
opportunities through underhand deals.
Corruption is a vice and a crime, which
needs to be fought from all angles. No
single incident of corruption can be
regarded as insignificant because
corruption has a socialising effect and
hence small acts of corruption transform
TI’s

with governments

more serious cases.
Thus, smaller forms of corruption are
more damaging to society in the long

themselves into

if they are ignored.
a better job

Therefore, T1

SAPEM DECEMBER 2000
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term

if it clearly
conceptualised corruption, and did so in
a manner that covers every aspect of
corruption ■

will do
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Art & Culture Supplement

Ihc ij^tis and Culture Dndustru — Zimbabwe and beyond
The arts in Zimbabwe are “big business” in that they have a
well established market outside of the country. But how
involved is the local business sector in the development of the
arts? Which areas of the business sector supports the arts?
Which businesses can afford to support the arts? How best can
the artist solicit the business sector for support?
This issue of the Sapem Art and Culture Supplement looks
at the growth of the arts ‘industry’ in Zimbabwe and beyond.
Writers call on arts organisations and artists to establish

partnerships to create, foster, serve and service the development
arts. Where would musicians be without
promoters,
recording companies and retail outlets, sculptors be without
galleries, dealers, local agents for overseas galleries?
Titus Chipangura in his lead article speaks positively of
The Arts Development Fund, the National Arts Council of
Zimbabwe in ‘smart partnership’ with the Commercial Bank
of Zimbabwe. Among other benefits the revolving Fund will
provide loans to artists through a credit guarentee scheme.
Chipangura challenges stakeholders in the arts industry and
society at large to support the fund, to increase the existing
Z500,000 to the required
Z10,000,000 by June 2001.
Celia '^Winter

of the

Martin Chemhere comments

in

together, the Festival spearheaded networking
regionally integrated cultural industries.

commercial aspects of the arts. She urges for ‘adequate
border information and exchange material in the arts
and cultural field.’

on

cross

The points made at the SADC Festival apply particularly
Zimbabwe which seems not to look beyond a well established
international market for stone sculpture and craft. How other
than in the isolated instance of a Regional Art and Craft Festival
and the occasional sub regional ‘international’ work do
Zimbabwean artists know who makes what in Namibia,
to

Botswana, South Africa? How do they know what goes on in
the ‘big wide regional world out there’?
The arts in Zimbabwe are a flourishing business but whose

lined? Admire Kudita comments that a musician
a noise without a studio and a promoter and
the control of the sounds heard in Zimbabwe.
It is no longer fashionable

pockets

are

cannot

make

points out

to be ‘suitably poor’
‘suitably female’ or ‘suitably
artists, women artists and rural artists

for artists

rural’ but there are poor
there whose basic income does not

art to build up their positive
image. But are corporations prepared to reward to artists whose

out

painting and sculptures work in their favour? Chemhere feels
that the “corporate sponsor is an endangered species in
Zimbabwe, they must be treated with the greatest of care.”
That care must be evident in artists’ accountability for what
they receive and spend.

Zimbabwe takes account of the needs of these artists.
Zimbabwean artists can hack away and splash away

sector

is

happy

to use

works of

Kevon Johnson, comments that as much as sculptors needs
galleries, dealerships and agents they need craters, storemen,
packers, freighters, truck drivers, operators of crane trucks and
front end loaders and mine workers. Stone sculpture does not
only create jobs for would be sculptors, sculptors, the
unemployed and professionals in other fields, it creates jobs
within the sculpture ’industry’.
In a regional context at the SADC Arts and Crafts Festival
held in Windhoek Namibia-(August 26'September 4, 2000),
discussion workshops posed these questions. How can an overall
cultural industry be developed for the sub region? How can
sub regional markets be established for artists of SADC member
states? Georgina Chikasha comments that in bringing artists

Dw n^atioml J^rts Council
Titus

to

In her article based on a formal paper presented at the
Festival, Doreen Sibanda comments on the tariffs imposed on
the imported tools and musical instruments, and urges for levies

Drving, Editor and Contributing ’^Writer

his article that the corporate

essential

appreciably increase

through the occasional sale of their work. The initiative of
the National Arts Council and the Commercial Bank of

and
down their tools and brushes
to applaud those initiatives which are currently in place to
support and develop their art. These initiative range from the
Arts Development Fund to the SADC Arts and Crafts Festival
in Namibia, the Zimbabwean involvement so ably
commandeered by the National Organising Committee, chaired
by their own Department of Culture in the Ministry of
Education, Sport and Culture. Artists must commend the
business houses, banks, and other financial institutions which
have given them support.

sell their work. But they must put

hide opportunities offered for regional
bottom drawer but spread them over their
community.Only in this way can regional integration

And artists

must not

participation in the
entire arts
via arts

and culture take place.

oj ^imhcéwc J^rts ^development ^und
Poverty Campaign (AAPC) musical cassette and CD ‘Bridging
the Gap - Zimbabwe in Music’ with proceeds going into the

Chipangura*

Development Fund.
was the potential for the development of a smart
partnership between the NACZ, the CBZ, UNDP and the
artists who contribute to the music recorded into the musical
CD and cassette. This ever growing partnership is spurred by
Arts

The National Arts Council of

partnership with

a

Zimbabwe (NACZ) in

local commercial bank - the Commercial

Bank of Zimbabwe (CBZ) - launched the Arts Development
Fund (ADF) in Harare on May 21, 2000.
This was a momentous occasion for the arts fraternity.
For the first time in the history of the arts, here was an
initiative

by

an arts

coordinating body together with the

Here

vision for a growing arts industry to
of the country. The partnership
a

jump start the economy

should

sharpening their skills through training, and

the artists
the acquisition

see

private sector to develop the arts on a sustainable basis. The
occasion also coincided with the celebration of the World
Culture Day and the launch of the United Nations

of business skills and acumen.
The CBZ will offer training to successful recipients of
loans in order for them to be able to efficiently and effectively

Development Programme (UNDP) funded Artists Against

manage

their projects. This will empower artists to

become
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business

people in their own right and raise the profile of the
arts to give them more credibility amongst the business sector
and the general community as a whole. The Arts and Culture
Industry in Zimbabwe is the fastest growing sector as it provides
easy entry employment to the more than 200 000 school
leavers who are products of our education system. Youths
can easily create employment for themselves in the disciplines
of theatre, music, visual arts, literary arts, dance, film and
photography. However, mainly because of the historical
perception of the arts not being regarded as a ‘serious’ industry,
society has generally not supported or patronised the arts, let
alone encouraged the youth to make a first choice of the arts
as a vocation and profession. The corporate sector, whilst
acknowledging the contribution of the arts to the growth of
the hospitality and tourism industry have been slow in
supporting the development of the arts and cultural industry
in Zimbabwe. The donor community has generally regarded
the industry as part of the informal sector and have largely
supported the many roadside arts and crafts marketing
initiatives.

The commercial banks have shunned the artists

potential

customer

do

not

have

a

as

a

regular income and

meant to bring in the government’s donor
agencies, NGOs, artists and the private sector together to
develop this very important and dynamic arts sector.

The ADF is

a revolving fund which will he administered
Artists can apply for the Fund through any

branch of the CBZ nation wide.
The
•

•

•
•

To

provide grants to artists for the promotion and
development of viable arts and cultural projects.
To provide scholarships to deserving artists to further their
skills and knowledge in their particular artistic discipline
To encourage exchange programmes between artists
To empower and build the capacity of artists and their
organisations.

Catering for both professionals and amateurs, the ADF will
be accessible to all artists individually or as a group or
associations as long as they submit well written and viable
projects proposals.
The major challenge to the stakeholders in the arts industry
and society at large is to rise to the occasion and support the
Arts Development Fund. The target for the seed money for
the ADF is Z$10 million by June 2001. To date the Fund has
only $500 000. The challenge remains for the business
community, the public sector, NGOs, cooperating partners
and artists to ensure that the Fund has adequate funds to
loan or grant to artists for their projects and programmes.
The ADF is a unique initiative which will cement the

growing partnership between the corporate sector

and the
industry. It can be made to work and create
a win
win partnership for all concerned. In South Africa
the Business Arts South Africa (BASA) is a shining example.
The ADF will be administered transparently and will be
audited annually. The NACZ in partnership with CBZ will
monitor the progress of funded projects and report in the
arts

and culture
-

collateral.
The ADF is

by the CBZ.

•

objectives of the ADF

national media on their success. It is a worthwhile initiative.
It could provide that missing link to build the ‘Team
Zimbabwe’ for the benefit of all and to preserve our cultural

heritage and identity for posterity.
are;

To provide loans to artists
scheme with CBZ

through

a

credit

guarantee

*Titus

Chipangura is the Director of The National Arts Council of

Zimbabwe

Corporate Support jor ihe S^rts in Zimbabwe
festivals. Art Corporation, Nedlaw/Baringa Holdings, Anglo
American Corporation, Mobil Oil Zimbabwe, Longmans

Martin Chemhere*

Corporate support should he seen as the most appropriate
way of sustaining a viable arts industry. Government’s role in
the proper development of the arts lies in creating a conducive
environment for the arts, rather than providing financial
support.
In Zimbabwe

increasingly using the
arts to boost their corporate or company images. Arts products
and services play a decisive part in corporate and company
promotional strategies and advertising campaigns. But the
artists themselves are often meagerly rewarded for their
arts

corporations

are

creativity.

Despite the international

and burgeoning market
dance, theatre and music,
not many arts institutions have received local corporate
funding. The local visual and performance arts are ‘not
expensive to run’. Local corporations and companies could
well give small donations towards the uplifting of their own
artistic heritage. Financial institutions, pension funds,
companies dealing with information technology, could put
some of their profit margins into supporting the arts.
Over the past decade the ‘blockbuster corporations’ have
supported “blockbuster events’ such as large scale exhibitions
at the National Gallery and marathon star studded music
for

stone

sculpture,

success

contemporary

Zimbabwe, The Standard Chartered Bank, are the traditional
‘stakeholders’ in the visual arts. Delta Corporation,

corporate

through its subsidiaries. Coca Cola, National Breweries and
Chibuku, have assisted in the development of musical festivals
around the country.
The arts organisation

and individual artists who wish for
should operate in a business like and
accountable manner, conversant in the ways of conducting
business, and good business practice. They should present
themselves professionally and be of good appearance, write
professional projects proposals and reports at the completion
of their projects. Arts organisations should not be either naive
or arrogant in their approaches for corporate support.
Corporate sponsors are an endangered species in
Zimbabwe, they must be treated with the best of care. In
order to create good business relations between the corporate
sector and arts organisations and artists in Zimbabwe, business
training programmes should take place. Organisations like
the National Arts Council of Zimbabwe and reputable arts
management companies should spearhead such programmes.
How removed is the art world from the corporate world
corporate support

to how the arts are viewed? How far removed are these
worlds from each other? How can they be brought closer
as

together? “Smart partnerships and business linkages between

A MEMBER OF THE
OCEAN AIR PACKERS & REMOVALS GROUP

FOR ALL YOUR PACKING &
FREIGHTING

REQUIREMENTS
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organisations and the business community bring the arts

arts

and the business

closer

together.
In some corporations what a single or a group of executives
approve can he turned down by the rest of their colleagues.
sectors

And there have been instances of the supporting business or
corporation leaving the arts organisation or artists in ‘mid

air’, the second part of the funding being

an

‘empty promise’.

Corporate sponsorship of the arts means that the
aware of the gains realised in supporting the
sector. But the artists themselves must also give to the
community at large in response to that support. And both
corporation is

the business

sector

and the

arts sector must

work toward

a

healthy and peaceful Zimbabwe, where the enjoyment of the
arts is not disturbed by social and civil unrest.

As corporate

funding has been in the hands of a few arts
organisations in Zimbabwe, these organisations have been
accused of monopolising what is given by those less
professionally versed in presenting their case.

^~[hc Stone eSHerchants
Kevoii Johnson*

Stone sculpture is

big business in Zimbabwe. The ‘sculpture
industry’ employs about twenty thousand people, the sculptors
themselves, those who sell their work, mine their stones, pack,
crate, freight and move their sculptures. Given the harsh
economic climate, and prevailing high level of unemployment,
and accepting the extended family, the ‘business’ probably feeds,
clothes, houses,educates and supports about two hundred thousand
citizens.

The sculpture is a 99% export business. Zimbabwe has the
infrastructure, packers, freighters, and their agents to ensure that
buyers outside of Zimbabwe, visiting galerists or tourists, have
their sculptures safely delivered world wide. Within Zimbabwe
there is a vibrant community of galleries, promoters and dealers,
who play their roles in maintaining and expanding the business.
Many galleries outside of Zimbabwe, have a lixtal agent to

facilitate the Zimbabwean end of their business. The agent can
and often does make suggestions to the client. TTie gocxl agent is
the galerist’s ‘eyes’,to rove over five thousand sculptures and

pick

the best, someone who is ‘always there’ twenty four
day to answer the galerist’s requests.
An agent performs a number of functions for his clients.He/
she must keep track of several hundred mobile and fairly
peripatetic artists. Tbe agent can buy on behalf of the client
from the sculptor’s studio/home/backyard workshop/farm or rural
borne. In the case of street side sculpture, the agent buys from
the sculptor’s stand. The agent may walk through five, ten or
even twenty acres of sculpture displayed, view hundreds and
thousands of pieces and select only thirty pieces in the space of
a couple of hours. In street markets such as the
biggest, Newlands,
In Harare, an experienced agent may only take two hours to
out

hours

a

*Martin Chemhere has been Media

Manager for the ‘Artists Against
Poverty’ Campaign, and is currently involved with the Ray of Hope HIV/
AIDS Campaign.

select fifteen

He/she

sculptures from the thousand of sculptures on show.
know where

a client can or cannot go, what
what tablets they should take, who
is new and who is ‘passe’. Above all the agent must be
totally
conversant with where sculptors and their
sculptures can be
found, and be accepted professionally by the sculptors.
The complexities of negotiating a price are governed by a
number of parameters. These are defined initially by the sculptor’s
asking price, the agent’s perception of a fair market price, and
the need to achieve the best possible price for the client. With
the agent working on a percentage commission basis, the sculptor
can be surprised by the agent’s ’hard
bargaining’, thinking that
the higher the price paid, the higher the commission received
by tbe agent. However the agent must think ‘long term’.The
better the purchase price for the client gallery the easier the
chance of ‘on selling’, and the more likely that the client will
return and buy a larger number of sculptures.
Galleries have the option to buy or take pieces on
consignment,whereas the agent has to sell every sculpture which
is purchased. Occasionally the sculptor’s asking price is fair, and
no negotiation is
required. Mostly, the sculptor, filled with
optimism, asks for a higher price than the agent is prepared to
pay, and bargaining follows. Some well established sculptors who
have attended exhibitions outside of Zimbabwe attempt to sell
their work at home for the prices it commanded abroad. This is
done without appreciation of the client costs incurred in crating,
freighting, import duty, and gallery overheads such as rental.
The initial ‘gut reaction’ to a piece has to be tempered and
refined. Questions asked are “Is the sculpture stable, signed and

they

must

must or must not carry,

shined?”
The agent

client and the
the ‘business.

if effective

can

be the meeting point between the
an essential aspect of

sculptor, and if effective is

*Kevon Johnson, based in Harare,is an

of Zimbabwe

agent for various galleries outside
exhibiting and promoting the stone sculpture.

Zittéém ^articipks in Ae SSTDC J^rts and Crafts SMition in ^Namibia
The Festival aimed

Georgina Chikasha*
The Southern African
over

the years

Africa

to see

Development Community (SAEX]?) has
important fonim for people in Southern
themselves as part of one regional community.
become

an

A SADC Visual Arts and Crafts Festival held in Windhoek
Namibia from 26 August to 4 September 2000 involved nine

participating countries, Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The Festival was the third such event held under the au.spices of
the SADC Sector for Culture, Information and Sports.

to

foster the role of the visual

arts

in

the

implementation, development and consolidation of cultural
industries in SADC and consequently the awareness of the
economic dimension of the arts and culture in the development
of society.
The objectives of the exhibition included updating enabling
and promoting the participant’s awareness of the development
of the arts and culture of the Region. The Festival aimed at
furthering the prixluction and enhancing the importance of the
visual arts in SAFXI: member states, and promotion of the visual
arts as playing an important role in communication, education
and the development of creativity.
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The exhibition

was

officially opened by the Deputy

Chairperson of the National Arts Council of Namibia Ms
Margaret Mensah, who stated that it signified the unity of SAEX3.
She indicated the need to create a global environment in which
nations with widely varying histories and ethnic backgrounds
can develop stable relations, free from conflict, and a world in
which diverse values and cultures can co exist in harmony. She
saw the art and craft in the SADC context bringing people
together to understand each other at a level where words and
language

were unecessary.
was represented by nine people, two officials, two
technician and three artists, sculptor, Paul Gwichiri,

Zimbabwe
art

critics,

a

painter, Tuckson Muvesa, and photographer Calvin Dondo.
A National Organising Committee established in 1999

successfully spearheaded and ensured Zimbabwe’s participation
in the Festival. It comprised the following arts and crafts
organisations:
The Department

of Culture of the Ministry of Education,

Sport and Culture (Chair), The National Gallery of
Zimbabwe, Mutupo Gallery, The National Handicraft
Centre, National Museums and Monuments, Zimbabwe
Crafts Council, Danhiko Project, Harare Arts and Crafts
Marketing Association
of Zimbabwe played a leading role in the
by renowned artists. About 60 art works
were exhibited from the following categories: Stone and wooden
sculpture, painting, basketry, ceramics, pottery, traditional musical
instruments, textiles and metal crafts.
Press coverage in the Zimbabwean newspapers in July 2000

The National Gallery
selection of art works

created public awareness about Zimbabwe’s participation in the
exhibition. Artists were invited to register with the Ministry of
Culture to participate in the commercial exhibition running

concurrently with the Festival.

The main exhibition was held at the National Gallery of
Namibia in Windhoek, the fringe exhibition of works from
Zimbabwe in the National Archives. Other venues were the
Estorf Library and the French Cultural Centre. Artists shared

week long theoratical talk shops and practical
Practical workshops for painting,
printing, basketry and mixed media works were held at Katutura
Arts Centre, sculpture workshops at Old Election Office and
pottery workshops at the University of Namibia, The exhibition
of all art works produced at workshops took place at the Katutura
Arts Centre on 2 September, 2000. Each participatory country
their experiences a
arts

and crafts workshop.

donated art works to the SA1X2 cultural fund.
The Festival officially closed on 3 September at a ceremony
held at the Namibia Country Club, the Guest of Honour,The
Minister of Higher Education, Mr A Angula. Paul Gwichiri,
Zimbabwean sculptor working in stone won the Overall Award
for Outstanding Work produced at the Workshop.
The festival received immense support from Ms M.Mubi,
Zimbabwean High Commissioner in Namibia. Her Excellency

extremely attentive to the needs of the delegation, visited
practical workshops and attended the discussion
workshops.
The Festival encouraged participants and their public to
discuss and share ideas about art and culture. Curators from all
was

artists at the

participating countries displayed their skills,

held discussions and

establish ways of working together in the future on
mutual projects.The festival afforded all artists opportunities to
network to gain further knowledge of the cultural industries
taking shape in the region.
It is vital that SADC efforts to foster regional links are seen
by Zimbabwean artists are a major strategy in the overall
development of the regional arts industry.
agreed

to

*Georgina Chikasha is of the Ministry of Education,Sport and
Culture,Zimbabwe and SADC Sector Contact Point, Culture Information
and Sport.

and Cultural Jndustrks: developing and (^Markäing widtin SJ^^fDC
Doreen Sibanda*

largely based on the international tenets of art and craft and
feature of most SACKS countries as a result of their colonial
heritage.

are

are a

This article is

a summary of the main tenets of my paper ‘Towards
the Creation of a Cultural Context for the Marketing of the
Arts and Crafts of SADC’ formally presented at a Discussion

The status of cultural industries in the SADC countries is
linked to their impact on societies. The importance that a society
attaches to art and culture is often defined by the level of support

Workshop at the SADC Arts and Crafts Festival held in
Windhoek Namibia (August 26'September 2).
Despite the diversity and richness of artistic expression within
SAEX2, the developmental level of cultural industries and their

they receive, and the existence of an environment conducive to
their growth and promotion.

effective marketing remains fragmented and underdeveloped.This
is because of the lack of a coordinated and coherent development
strategy in

the region and the scarcity of cross border information
material in the fields of the arts and culture.

and exchange

Consequently, the potential role that cultural industries could
play in the economic transformation and development of SADC
countries remains largely unrealised. Equally the accruement of
benefits from the industry to producers and local entrepreneurs
remains evasive.

The paper adopted a four pronged methodology.
1. It explained the main elements that constitute art and craft
industries within SADC. 2. It gave a general overview of the
contribution of arts and crafts to culture industries in the region.
3. It analysed the weaknesses of the current strategies for

developing and marketing of cultural industries. 4. It considered
possible ways and means of fully developing cultural industries
within the region for the benefit of regional artists and countries.
Within SADC are art forms common to all countries as a
result of their historical and socio/political experiences. These

grand and ambitious cultural policies exist
without being translated into every day reality. Often
the weakness of such policies points to a lack of commitment to
the growth and development of cultural industries. Heavy import
duties on the importation of many tools of the culture industry,
such as paints, musical instruments and even books make the
cost of basic requirements totally prohibitive, and work against
the building up of cultural industries.
In the paper other areas as they apply to the development of
art and culture within SAIX2 were considered. These include
environmental sensitivity and sustainability, conducive marketing
and copyright policies, training opportunities available, the role
of the Media, cultural traditions and globalization.
The following recommendations were made:
•
In addition to tapping markets in Europe and the Americas,
cultural industries must be challenged to cultivate liKal
regional and African continental consumers. This demands
the active engagement of all stakeholders.
•
Governments should adopt affirmative policies towards
cultural industries through lowering tariffs on imported gixids
In many countries

on

paper

and instruments, and introduce levies on commercial aspects
of the arts to raise funds for training and development.

The true work
but

a

shadow

of art is
ofperfection
MICHELANGELO

Sit
We have

a

passion for the arts

Since 1957 the National

Gallery of Zimbabwe has been the premier centre for
showcasing local and international talents as well
as housing a vast permanent collection of material culture artefacts and fine
art pieces.

the visual arts of Zimbabwe,

Guided tours of the National

Gallery are available at 11 am Wednesday - Friday,
required. Courses, films, lectures, classes and discussions are
regularly.

reservations
held
The

Gallery Market features original works of art by local artists in stone as well
in all other media. Artefacts, handicrafts, books, textiles and jewellery are
also available. The Gallery Market will also arrange all packing and shipping for
as

customers. The

Gallery Market is open seven days a week, from 9

The National
20

am to 5 pm.

Gallery of Zimbabwe

Julius Nyerere Way, Harare Tel: 263 4 704666/7, 263 4 724391/2; Fax: 263 4 704668
Leopold Takawira Avenue Bulawayo Tel: 263 9 70721; Fax 263 9 63343
Kopje House, 11 th Avenue, Murare Tel: 263 20 61000

Douslin House, 75 Main Street/Corner

E-Mail: ngallery@harare.iafrica.com
Open: Tuesday - Sunday
9 am - 5 pm
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•

and non governmental organisations should
through the purchasing and marketing of local

The private sector

play
arts
•

a part

•

appeal

to

local

might explore subjects and themes with
consumers.

Africa trade and exchange within the
need to liberalise trading barriers is
necessary. The recently launched lowering of trade barriers
within SADC was seen as encouragement to artists and

^o improve intra

-

SADC region, the

TJie cMusic business in Zimbabwe
Admire Kudita*

imperatives for the musician/artist remain the same globally
namely the hit song, the promotional function ( the star making
machinery ) and distribution. There are of course local/regional
peculiarities such as the market size and technological

opportunities.
The mass media including radio, publications and television
help create the musician’s commercial appeal. Thomas Mapfumo’s
“Chimurenga music explosion” CD contained what the
government deemed “controversial” lyrics prompting a ban of
his music from the lists of the one broadcasting station in
Zimbabwe ZBC. Mapfumo sang songs that inspired a generation
of youth in the ‘70s to join the liberation struggle.
His songs
earned him imprisonment by the then Smith regime. Lately he
has become increasingly critical of his former colleagues who
sit in government.
The media reports surrounding
Mapfumo’s public stance has fuelled music lovers to buy the
record regardless of the radio/TV ban.
A hit song must have a catchy melody and be able to capture
the popular mood. It must be promoted through live shows and
by the mass media. Does the musician belong to a record company
with the capacity to market him/her? Gospel music star Charles
Charamba who is contracted to GRAMMA records has sold
now

100 000 cassettes of his last two projects.
The albums
“Vhuserere” and “John 3 : 16” by Charamba mark the growth
of gospel music perhaps a sign of the times.
Other artists such as Taso and Mateo have what is known in
the industry as a third party arrangement. The musicians bring
over

which in this case is
Zimbabwe with the
only tape and CD manufacturing facilities). The company will
produce the cassette and the artist must pay for the cost of
production. He/she can then take his music elsewhere or ask

their finished product to the manufacturer,
GRAMMA ( the sole record company in

GRAMMA to distribute for him (for a fee). This is only possible
if an artist has adequate funds and proper management to guide

them. The advantage is that the musician is able to retain control
of his art and publishing rights, the biggest revenue source for
musicians the world over.
The other scenario for a musician to ensure that his music

his audience is a contract that binds him to GRAMMA
number of years. This has the advantage that when the
musician becomes a commercial success selling for example 10
000 units and over of his/her album the company will ensure

gets to

for

a

that pnxluct reaches the market.
The introduction of other players is

fostering

a

bolder and

imaginative vision of local music production. Hi-Density Records
burst onto the local music scene with a parade of hit songs that

sparked the flame of independent productions. Owned by

self-

and crafts

as a

These affirmative actions will not only assist artists
economically, but promote meaningful exchange and a strong
regional cultural identity.

painter, an Art Consultant and Director of the Mutupo
Gallery and Arts Agency in Harare, Zimbabwe.
'Doreen Sibanda isa

styled Prince Tendai himself

a

“rebel” from ‘Gramma’ Records,

the label saw the start of the careers of several artists such as
Zezuru and ‘Gospel Trumpet’. Tdie music public readily embraced
the new sound and sales of more than 10 000 were realized by
Zezuru and other similar musicians.

Independent studios have risen
Whereas music worldwide is a lucrative business, it is in Zimbabwe
still in the embryonic stage. In spite of this, the success

arts

regional package.

and crafts.

Artists themselves
an

cultural workers.
Irt addition artists should market their

•

equipment is

imported through the

up

all

overseas

over

Harare. The

connections of the

Tony’s Studios has gone a step further to own a CD
burning facility doing quantities of small runs. The devolution
of power from GRAMMA is slow but inevitable. Tony’s rates

owners.

stupendously low, Z300 per hour. GRAMMA charges about
per hour to hire its studios. Shelter Studios (catering
only to gospel musicians )charge $575 per hour.
The Independent studio have an edge because their prices
encourage frequent and repeated usage. In marketing language,
they deploy a price penetration strategy. How can the musician
sustain himself in this fledging sector? The sector viewed alone
does not perhaps encourage investors. Viewed as a component
of a whole national economy, its value-adding potential is
limitless. The retail chains Director Chitago complains that
because of the drop in tourism due to the social turmoil in
Zimbabwe, his chain has experienced a sharp drop in sales of
local music recordings. Foreign visitors were buying 40% of
are

Z$1 900

local music.
The Zimbabwean market is

too

small

to

shoulder the country’s

of musical products from Zimbabwe will
be predicated upon the ability of artists to pnxluce world class
music. In the past 20 years artists have gone on overseas tours as
talent. The export

vast

a means

of survival.

at large has the potential to pnxluce
world-beating performances and earn foreign exchange. This
will be hard considering the 60% tariffs on musical equipment
making it prohibitive for artists to import the tools of their trade.
Controlling the market share globally monopolies such as EMI,
TIME WARNER, SONY and BMG can prove to be either a
hindrance or an opportunity for local artists. All other music
producers can only survive as tributaries that supply then creative

Zimbabwe and Africa

content.

of most of the global giants. Its
industry is worth about R9C)0 million employing 10, 000
people. Perhaps Zimbabwean artists need to wake up and migrate.
Not all will succeed. Still, the Western world allegedly has an
“academic interest” in African music labelling it “World Music”.
This is not where the real money is though.
The money is in
South Africa, it hosts offices

own

pop

music preferably sung in English, songs

transcending cultural

that earn royalties are played on radio station
worldwide or used in motion pictures or on jukeboxes. This is
what music publishing is all about. He/she who owns the
copyright to his work will earn royalties long after their career is
barriers. The songs

over.

Our challenge in Zimbabwe: to break through the protectionist
barriers of Western markets. Zimbabwe has the capacity to deliver
but must somehow plug into the music mainstream.
‘Admire Kudita is a freelance journalist and
of Zimbabwean music and culture.

media consultant in the field
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The Comesa Free
Trade Area

Chinyamata Chipeta

Chinyamata Chipeta
The 20 member countries of the Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa (Comesa) launched their free trade area at the end
of October,
Is SADC

ready for free trade?

23
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in

a

landmark event that offlcials from the organisation
an African economic

will bring to fruition the creation of
community.
say

he immediate and medium
term

objective of Comesa
a fully integrated
and internationally competitive
region within which there is complete
freedom of movement of goods,
services, capital and persons. After
the preferential trade area (PTA), the
is to create

of the

launch

free

trade

area

represents the second major step
towards
next

SADC

Country Reports

27

realising this objective. The

step will see the creation of

customs

union with

a

external tariff in the year

The

new

free trade

area

a

common

2004.
unique in

is

number of respects. As an area over
which tariff barriers have been
a

eliminated, it is probably the first trading
bloc of its kind in Africa, and it can

rightly claim

so. Of the other regional
integration schemes in Africa, several

did not start

as free trade areas, but as
unions; e.g., the Southern
African Customs Union (SACU) and the

customs

former

East

African

Economic

Community. Some, including the
Economic Community of West African
States
on

a

(ECOWAS), reached agreement

free trade area; but, for various

Zambia and Zimbabwe - to start tarifffree trading among themselves. The

participation of Namibia and Swaziland
is problematic in view of their
membership of SACU. The rest of the
member countries Angola, Burundi,
Comoros, Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Rwanda,
Seychelles and Uganda will join as soon
as they are
ready to eliminate their tariffs
on intra-Comesa trade. The
prospect of
receiving compensation for loss of
-

government revenue and for
balance of payments
serve as an incentive.

this was not implemented. The
Comesa free trade area is also unique in

The framework

that its

Comesa has

incurring

deficits should

reasons,

implementation owes much to the
adoption of the principle of fast track
and variable geometry, allowing nine
member states Djibouti, Egypt. Kenya,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Sudan,
-
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long recognised that even

if tariff barriers

are

eliminated, intra-

regional trade can still be constrained
by other, non tariff barriers, such as
transport bottlenecks, cumbersome
21
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procedures and official
inconvertibility of regional currencies.
Hence, over a period of two decades,
the organisation has taken steps whose
implementation is expected to boost
trade in the region. These include the
customs

requirements for travellers, rules of
origin, customs and bureaucratic
procedures at border crossings,
inadequate trade infonnation and border
levies. As

new

non-tariff barriers have

introduction of a Road Customs Transit
Declaration Document (RCTD), the

all the time,
eliminating non-tariff barriers may well
be the biggest challenge for Comesa.

adoption of the Comesa Customs
Declaration Document (COMESACD), and of the Comesa Customs Bond

As

Guarantee scheme in 1990 to facilitate

transit traffic by eliminating the need to
execute a bond in every transit country.
Other measures include the
introduction of the Comesa Carrier’s

pennit commercial
goods vehicles to operate in all member
License in 1991 to

countries with one licenee, the launch
of the Harmonized Road Transit

Charges to create certainty, the Comesa
Yellow Card Scheme which is a motor

a

habit of

cropping

up

Economic base
a sub-region, Comesa is a relatively
large part of the African continent. Its
20 members together account for almost
11 914 square kilometres or 39.6 per
cent of the total African land mass (Table
1). The nine fast track countries account

for one-half of the total land area of
Comesa. This large land mass implies
that member states are endowed with
diverse natural resources, ranging from

tropical to sub-tropical climates, high
plateaux to lowlands, lakes to rivers and

country

with diverse coastlines and soils. This

region, the

geographical diversity of Comesa’s

adoptation of a monetary hannonisation

natural resource base and differences in
endownment of capital and skills imply
that member states can specialise in

vehicle insurance taken in
but valid throughout the
programme which will
to full monetary union

one

lead ultimately
in the not too
the

distant future, the establishment
Comesa Trade and

Development Bank,

Company
(SEP-RE), and the introduction of a
the Comesa Re-Insurance

producing different goods and export to
the sub-region power, tourism, livestock
and agricultural products, manufactured
goods, etc.
Relative to the rest of Africa,

industrial policy.
However, despite these

common

measures, many
not

and other
non-tarififbarriers have

been removed.

inadequate

These include

transport

and

communications infrastructure, visa

TABLE 1

:

large potential market.
region’s total population is

Comesa has

The

a

estimated at 385 million, or 43.4 per cent
of the total African population. The fast
track countries accounted for 51.4 per

FAST TRACK MEMBER STATES OF

Country

Population on

GDP

(‘000 Sq.

1998

1998

Km)

(Millions)

($ Million)

0.6

519

contributed 30.6 per cent of the
continental GDP. Admittedly, the
US$470 per capita GDP of Comesa in

comparatively small. But this
large size
of the population. In tenns of market
size, the absolute value of GDP is
aetually an underestimate as it does not
1998

was

counterbalanced by the

was

inelude the value of the unrecorded
informal economy.

However, this large market is not
Comesa alone.

by many member states
adjustment programmes
(SAPs), through bilateral liberalisation
and through multiateral liberalisation
under the World Trade Organization
(WTO), the Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP) and Commonwealth
Preferences, Comesa members have
offered trade preferences to other
countries worldwide. Hence, regional
products will face external competition
despite the preferences implied in the
liberalisation

under structural

free trade

area.

The issue is whether

Comesa would like to contend with this

development
liberalisation
liberalisation to

known

as
open
opt for closed
protect its regional

or

industries.

GDP Per

Life

capita 1998 $

At Birth Yrs

Expectancy

Adult
rate

865

52

80

3,749

248

59

10.3

1,688

164

40

59

2

1.1

4,253

3,866

72

83

2,506

28.3

10,366

366

56

55

580

29.0

11,579

Madagascar

587

15.1

Malawi

118

1,190

Zambia

753

8.8

3,352

381

41

76

Zimbabwe

391

11.4

6,338

556

42

91

Total/Average

5,961

170.6

120,414

892

53

71

All COMESA

11,913.5

332.2

155,997

470

51

66

Source
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:

Literacy

1998 (%)

1998

50

Kenya

for

Through unilateral

399

78,570

Sudan

gross domestic product (GDP) in
1998. The fast track countries alone

its

54

66.0

Mauritius

a

67

1,001

Egypt

addition to

COMESA

Area

23

Djibouti

population of Comesa. In
relatively large population,
Comesa is also responsible for a
significant part of the African continent’s
income, accounting for 39.6 per cent of
of the

cent

African Development Bank, African Development

Report 2000.
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Trade and investment prospects

Taking all things into account, there are
good grounds for being optimistic about
the future growth of trade and investment
in the Comesa region.
First, as
economies develop, more trade is
conducted within, rather than between

regions, reflecting the trade facilitating
role of common languages, cultures,
tastes, histories and geographical
proximity. An increasing proportion of
African trade can therefore be expected
to be conducted among African countries
themselves. While within Africa, more
trade can be expected to be conducted

the past two decades. Correspondingly,
the share of intra-African trade in total

the programmes of the organisation.
The last ground for being optimistic

African trade has increased

is membership of Egypt in Comesa, and
in the group of nine fast track
countries in particular. The sheer size
of the Egyptian economy makes it the

quite
dramatically. For example, intraComesa trade increased nearly fivefold
between 1985 and 1998, from US$834
million to US$4.2 billion. Between 1985
and 1991 intra-comesa trade more or less
doubled from US$834 million to

natural growth pole for the Comesa
region. It is the single largest market
in the Comesa. In 1998, for example,
it had a population of 66 million, more

over

US$1.6 billion. But in the 1990s, the

expansion in this trade was more rapid,
more than doubling from over US$1.6

than

billion in 1991 to US$4.2 billion in
1998.

fifth of the total

The third

a

third of the total

population of

the fast track countries and about
Comesa. In the

ground for being optimistic

a

GDP of

same

more

one-

population of
year, Egypt had

than US$78

billion,

within, rather than between trading

is that the launch of the Comesa free

which

blocs.

trade

area will have a good psychological
impact on foreign and regional investors.
This will reinforce the good publicity
created by the expos, the policies and

of Comesa and about two-thirds of the

The second

ground for being
optimistic is that the share of Africa’s
trade with the North has declined

over

Is SADC

was

one-half of the total GDP

total GDP of fast track countries.

Egypt is also an important source of
capital and skills for the Comesa region.

ready for free trade?
Richard Kamidza

he foundation for

establishing the SADC Free
(FTA) was laid down in September
this year when member countries agreed to
remove all forms of trade barriers by the year 2012. Thus
SADC FTA seeks to benefit from a large market of about
190 million people and a combined gross national product
(GNP) of US$186 billion in 1998. South Africa, with an

T

Trade Area

income that is three-times

more

than the rest of the combined

economies of the

region, is expected to play a pivotal role in
this transformation process. Already South Africa has
demonstrated its economic prowess by ensuring that the
Southern African Customs Union (SACU), which also include

Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland remains

a

cohesive group and a pillar of intra-regional trade and
economic integration in SADC. All SACU member states
have

higher intra-SADC trade ratios than the rest of other
they share borders with the dominant economy

members since
-

South Africa. From the table below, SACU accounted for

48 and 41 percent

for the total regional imports and exports
respectively in 1996, while only one non-SACU country Zimbabwe, the second most diversified economy accounted
for almost half of the total imports and 28 percent of the total
exports.
It

therefore, appears that SADC FTA is poised to usher in
dawn for the

sub-region as new forms of competitive
production, trade and marketing are set up. This is expected
to significantly improve both formal and non-foimal trade
activities within the region as well as attracting domestic,
regional and foreign investment. While this development
revives the appetite of reducing poverty and the establishment
of social Justice between/among member countries, the
prevailing socio-economic and political indications point to
severe challenges which require total commitment and cooperation among all economic agencies and actors.
a new

SAPEM DECEMBER 2000 / J.ANUARY 2001

As

be

from the table, the SADC

region depicts a
from the Seychelles,
Mauritius, South Africa and Botswana with per capita
can

mixed group
incomes of

seen

of countries which

over

range

US$3 000, to less than US$300 for the

Democratic

Republic of Congo (DRC), Malawi, Mozambique
and Tanzania. This inequality in income distribution in the
region is illustrated by high, but unsustainable gini coefficient
of over 0.54 for Angola, and Botswana, 0.57 for Lesotho,
0.62 for Malawi, 0.5 for Mauritius, 0.7 for Namibia, 0.59
for South Africa and 0.63 for Zambia. This inequality

discourages both fonnal and non-formal trade activities and
economic integration.
Nearly all SADC member states are experiencing
economic crises that are symbolised by growing
unemployment, particularly among those countries
implementing Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs);
unsustainable fiscal deficits which are pushing inflation and
interest rates up thereby discouraging investment; weak export
perfomiance; growing domestic and foreign debt; declining
currency values and access to social service provisions. As
can be seen from the table, the
region has posted very erratic
but varied economic growth, ranging from over 3 percent for
the Seychelles, Tanzania, Botswana and Mozambique, to
negative growth for DRC, Lesotho and Zambia. At the same
time, the level of inflation and interest rate has remained high
in

some

countries. There

are

wide variations in inflation rates

with countries at

war (Angola and DRC) and those
implementing SAPs leading the group. Consequently, varied
economic signals led to price differentials and self-defeating
competitive currency devaluations between member countries
which in turn has a direct bearing on fonnal and non-formal
trade flows. Usually, price instability and unpredictability is
associated with supply constraints which is the basis of
undertaking SAPs. Regional countries are at different levels

23
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Table: Economic Indicators for SADC member states

Population

Country

GNP

(US$

(Million),
1998

Real

Inflation

per capita

GDP

(%)1998

GDI

as

%age of

as

%age of
GDP

billion)

(US$),

growth (%),

GDP

1998

1998

,1998

1990-1998

1990-1998

Total SADC

Total SADC

exports,

imports

(US$ million) (US$
Million), 1996

1996

Angola

11.85

4.6

380

1,7

60.9

30.4

14.0

2.2

1.4

Botswana

1.55

4.8

3070

8.3

7.9

31.5

33.1

1,869,1

702.0

DRC

47.80

5.4

110

-3.5

15

7.2

6.4

Lesotho

2.50

1.2

570

-5.8

3.7

24.7

82.3

870.6

69.5

Malawi

9.84

2.2

210

6.2

23,2

4.0

16.6

297.2

94.1

Mauritius

1.20

4.3

3730

5.6

23.4

29.0

256.6

21.2

Mozambique

18.64

3.5

210

11.6

3.8

9,6

49.5

311.9

59.3

Namibia

1.64

3.2

1940

2.6

11.4

13.5

21.7

1,466.1

282.4

Seychelles

0.08

0.5

6420

3.0

2.0

21.9

23.4

South Africa

41.40

136.9

3310

0.1

7.9

19.5

16.4

1,152.7

7,264,7

Swaziland

0.96

1.4

1400

2.5

8.5

10.7

18,8

1,163,8

669.5

Tanzania

32.40

7.2

220

4.0

17.3

4.1

32.8

81,5

33.8

Zambia

8.72

3.2

330

-1.8

23.2

9.9

12.8

461.4

134,3

Zimbabwe

11.04

7.2

620

1.6

29.8

18.2

21.5

1,219.4

562.7

Total

189.62

185.6

944.3

1.7

7.2

18.7

17.9

9,851.1

9,895.0

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook,

1999

Mozambique, Tanzania,
being sponsored by the World Bank
(WB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). But all
the above five countries are experiencing harsh socioeconomic and political conditions that have resulted in high
de-industrialisation as evidenced by many companies closing
down leading to massive retrenchments and rising poverty,
now estimated at over 70 percent in some countries. In the
region, it is estimated that over 40 percent of total population
live below the poverty datum line.
SADC region is largely embroiled in amied conflicts
involving either different nations and/or citizens within a
particular country. Angola and the DRC are embroiled in civil
wars. The recent border dispute between Botawna and
Namibia, the military showdown in Lesotho, and the disputes
over recent election results in Mozambique, Tanzania and

of economic reforms, with Malawi,
Zambia and Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe all have

negative impact

on

trade flows in the

region, in as much as they send the wrong signals to investors
and other co-operative partners.
Investment has been very low, with only Botswana,
Lesotho, Mauritius and Mozambique having registered rates
above the minimum required of 25 percent. Only Angola and
Botswana have managed to record impressive savings rates.
This

means

investment,

that there

are

resulting in

less
a

resources

to finance

domestic

high degree of skewed income

distribution.

sub-region is the
regional
integration scheme. It has been argued that this leads to
Another structural weakness of the

affiliation of member countries to at least one other

24
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GNP

overlapping and conflict between regional blocs. This has a
tendency to hamper the harmonisation of policies as well as
leading to conflict of interest among member states.
With all these in mind, it is clear that the establishment of

SADC FTA will

largely remain a dream at least for the short-

medium tenn. It appears that the region is not yet ready for
a vibrant FTA, hence the call for total commitment by all
stakeholders. It is hoped that the SADC Trade Protocol will

to

assist in the co-ordination of trade

policy, which is a necessary
impetus to formal and non-fomial trade in SADC. This calls

regional stakeholders in order
policies and programmes in support of fonnal

for more concerted effort among
to

harmonise

and non-fomial trade activities. This also calls for unbias

policies, laws and regulations against non-fomial sector, which
not only contribute to poverty alleviation, intra-regional trade
and political stability, but leads to deeper regional integration.
The region still has a multitude ofnon-trade barriers, which
calls for urgent attention by regional stakeholders. These
include poor communication channels, transport bottlenecks
coupled with poor road networks; cumbersome, confusing and
complex immigration procedures; lack of market infomiation
leading to poor marketing channels such as door to door and
office sales; lack of trade finance and unavailability of foreign
currency.

While there

are a

lot of potential

benefits offered by the

SADC FTA, their realization will depend upon the degree of
commitment among the countries concerned in removing all
those factors that constitute

an

impedement to meaningful

trade relations.
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particularly diamonds, in the corning
years. Russian Vice-Prime Minister Ilya

Algeria
Foreign Debt
Out

in a

Klebanov told the press in Luanda on
his recent visit that increased capital

flow into the

Be Wiped

to

Decade

Algiers - The governor of the Algerian
central bank, Abdelwahab Keramane,
said in a recent statement that if his

country does not borrow significantly,
its foreign debt will reach only US$200
million by 2011, down from the current

US$25.5 billion. Keramane reported
that

improvements in Algeria’s finances
ability to pay its debt would
result in lower debt servicing. Algeria’s
debt obligation this year is US$4.5
and its

billion and will be reduced

Angolan diamond sector
would help strengthen relations between
the two countries. Klebanov, spoke
shortly after a meeting with the Angolan
Geology and Mining Minister Manuel
Africano.
Through its “Alrosa”
diamond company, Russia holds 33
percent shares in Angola’s Catoca
mining project, in the eastern Lunda-sul
province. Klebanov described as “vei^
efficient,” the Angolan government’s
new policy to stop illegal trade in
diamonds.

US$3.8
billion in 2002, US$3 billion in 2005,
and US$L4 billion toward the end of
the decade.

to

the nation’s debt

means

Britain Gi\

that the idea of

removed.”

Other

indicators

of

improvements include the fall of
Algeria’s short-tenn debt to US$200
million in 1997 against US$L97 billion
in 1990. Without providing a figure,
Keramane reported that the current
short-tenn debt is

even

lower.

es

Preside On

er

to

Algiers

- Algeria will preside over the
oil-exporting cartel OPEC beginning
January 17,2001. The latest meeting of

OPEC ministers held in Vienna, Austria,
ended with the decision to appoint
Venezuela’s Ali

Rodriguez to the post

of OPEC’s secretary general, replaeing
him with Chekib Khelil, the Algerian
energy

minister. For over a year, OPEC

countries

were

divided

over

their

organization leadership and the task of
the Rodriguez-Khelil duo will not be an
easy one given the state of the oil market
and divisions within the cartel. Their

primary role will be to maintain certain
cohesion within the organization and
prevent it from collapsing.

Angola
Russia
Luanda

to

-

Increase Mining Capital

Russia says

investment in

it will increase
Angola’s mining sector
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gas-rich Nigeria was conspicuosly

absent from the list.

Ghana
New Brand

oe

Chocolate

to

Boost

Cocoa Production
Accra

-

Cocoa will receive

a

boost to

bring the declining industry back to life

quantities.
European researchers developed the

new health chocolate after an extensive
scientific work that shows that chocolate
and other fatty foods can help to reduce

heart

Banjul - The British chancellor of the
Exchequer, Gordon Brown, and
International Development secretary,
Clare Short, pledged that from
December 1, all debt payments to the
UK from 41 of the world’s poorest
countries have now stopped or will be

day they

returned to fund poverty
“So I can say to you and to

OPEC

Bissau, Siena Leone and Ghana. Oil
and

choeolate in commercial

Debt Relief To

held in trust for “the
Chekib Khelil

The countries to benefit

Senegal, Guinea, Guinea

production of a newly developed health

Gambia, 40 Others

third debt

rescheduling that would
impose extreme conditions, will be

a

include

when chocolate manufacturers start the

Gambia

“Improved manageability of

for the day that they become eligible for
debt relief.

countries that

on

can

be

eating habits of Europeans, it is

the most ideal vehicle to get fish oil
the body system. Both dietitians
doctors have
in

a

into
and

agreed that if fish oil is put

bar of chocolate and made to taste

reduction.”

nice, that would really make an impact
on

behalf of the British

to receive any

benefit from the historic
by all the 41 most indebted
countries. From today, all debt payments
received by us will be held in trust for
poverty relief, paid when poverty
reduction plans are agreed and
backdated to this day,” Brown said. The
chancellor outlined what progress had
debt owed

so

However, because chocolate fonns part
of the

all 41 HIPC

government, 1 will renounce our right

been made

problems, which is a major killer
developed world. The experts say
eating fish four times a week has
measurable benefits to the body system.
in the

health. The cocoa industry in Ghana
suffered a severe setback as the world
market price for the crop plummeted to
record low levels. Cocoa contributes
than 13 percent

of Ghana’s
agricultural Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and about 40 percent of the
export earnings and plays an important
role in the country’s accelerated growth
more

strategy.

Libya

far. The IMF and World

Bank have committed that 20 countries

will be

getting debt relief by the end of

2000. This will lead to

million in debts

to

the UK

over

being written

pledged for these 20 countries.
But for the 21 still to

secure

Agreement

£600

off, benefiting 200 million people. In
total, US$50 billion in debt relief will
be

Tunisia And Libya Sign Industrial

Tunisia and

Libya have signed an
production and export
cooperation agreement covering
industrial

construction materials, textiles and
debt

leather, chemicals, electronic and

relief because of civil wars, external

mechanical

conflict

and industrial

or

the absence of

a

poverty

reduction programme, Britain will
backdate 100 per cent debt relief to

today. All payments will be held in trust

goods, research projects,

nonns and standards. The
deal also aims to reinforce bilateral sub-

contracting and the joint development
of professional

training programs.
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Mozambique
IMF Eases Economic Reform

prefer a situation where the market

However, despite being a global

determines the prices,” Kenya Shell and
BP Retail Manager Muema Mbai told

phenomenon, Ugandan producers have
been badly hit, putting in mind that we
rely on coffee to a tune of 60 percent
for our foreign exchange earnings,” said
Naggaga.

the media.

Presslre

Maputo

Coc a-Cola

Pressure is mounting on the

-

IMF to slow down the pace

of far
reaching economic reforms in
Mozambique. United Nations agencies
have joined civic groups in warning that
rapid structural adjustment could be
counter-productive. The IMF has
responded positively, slowing down
some aspects of the programme. In
November it agreed to let the
government retain some protectionism
in the sugar industry. The concession
came

after the FAO warned that the

planned lifting of a surtax on imported
would harm the industry by
chasing away investors. "The
impressive growth rates resulting from
the adjustment programme have not
sugar

translated into better lives for most
Mozambicans. In fact, the programme
has left them poorer,” Amelia Zambeze,
the national co-ordinator of AMRU, a
rural development NGO, said. The

country, described by the UN as one of
the world’s poorest, has seen economic
growth rates of between nine and 11
percent of GDP over the past few years.
But

to

Mo\

e

Regional Offices
Nairobi

giant Coca-Cola
plans to shift its regional
offices from Nairobi to Johannesburg,
South Africa, this year. The company
told the Nation newspaper that the move
was part of a global
restructuring
exercise and a realignment of its African
and Middle East operations initiated in
January. Maina Kariuki, the Coca-Cola
external affairs manager, said some
workers would lose jobs in the process.
He, however, refused to divulge the
number of employees likely to be
affected but said it would be "minimal”.

package of US$20 000 for each of the
affected employees had been arranged.
Kariuki said. Coca-Cola, in conjunction
with K-MAP, had arranged for a special
entrepreneurship programme to assist
the employees with training and capital.

Uganda

Kampala - The Uganda Coffee
Development Authority (UCDA), is
looking at the recently re-introduced
coffee retention scheme, as the only hope
to revive earnings. "Unless there is an

Price Gains

effective retention scheme to withhold
coffee in the market, prices will still

the

consumer

and the

industry itself As pressure mounts on
companies to lower oil prices, the
officials are telling consumers that the
prices are set to remain high for the
better part of 2001. "Regulation goes
against the principles of a free market.
26

low.

We

giving a
conservative projection for continued
low prices, so it is unlikely that there
will be

on

significantly in November
following the sharp decline of the value
of the local currency, the kwacha,
against major foreign currencies.
Director of Census and Statistics, David

Diangamo, says the rise in inflation was
principally due to the corresponding
sharp rise in the prices of foodstuffs,
petroleum products and air travel after

composite group stood at 28.9 percent.
Finance and economic development
minister, Katele Kalumba, promised at
the beginning of the year to bring down
inflation to below 16 percent. There
were significant increases in the prices
chicken, dried kapenta, eggs, edible oils
and fats, fresh vegetables, dried beans,
potatoes, sugar alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks. The staple maize flour
in November being sold at 18 108

was

remain

adverse effects

The level of inflation in

of fresh meat, fresh fish, dressed

growth this year. Despite this set-back,
UNDP expects growth to remain
relatively high at around 3.8 percent.
The UN agency forecasts inflation to'
rise to about 12 percent against a target
of 10 percent. This compares with a 70
percent inflation rate six years ago.

Major petroleum firms
operating in Kenya say they will resist
any move to regulate the industry as
suggested by the authorities. According
to officials in the industry, the reintroduction of price controls will have

-

rose

dollar. Diangamo says by the end of
November the inflation rate for the

Dim Prospects For Coffee

-

Zambia

however not be affected. A retrenchment

some 700 lives and cost
the country an estimated US $600
million are expected to slow down

Nairobi

Lusaka

the value of the kwacha fell to an alltime low of 4 050 units against the US

of its Kenyan subsidiary,
Coca-Cola Bottling Company, would

devastating floods earlier this year

Oil Fir.ms Reject Price Control

Falling Kmacha Fuels Inflation

The operations

that claimed

Kenya

Zambia

Soft drinks

-

has finalised

full blast

a

SO-kilograirune bag while
kilogramme of beef sells at 6 232
kwacha. Diangamo says the price
a

increases

on

non-food commodities and

services have

pushed up the Consumer

Price Index.
State Seeks US$30m Loan

are

improvement,”

UCDA board secretary,

William
Naggaga, said recently. The scheme
involves coffee producers holding back
an agreed quantity of the commodity
from the international market, to force

shortages and price rises. The scheme
successful betw'een 1993 and 1995.
This year prices on the international
market have remained depressed. Price
was

levels for

kwacha fora

Lusaka

Government has asked for a
US$30 million loan facility from the
-

World Bank to assist it in

the effects of high

cushioning
fuel prices. Finance

minister Katele Kalumba issued

a

in Lusaka

recently, saying
discussing with the World Bank
on this issue as we are trying to access
the funds to help us.” The bank had the
facility to assist nations facing problems
as a result of high fuel prices on the
statement

"we

are

international market.

International

kilo of robusta have fallen

Monetary Fund (IMF) assistant director

from US$ 1 to about 85US cents during
the past nine months. "The fall in coffee

for African department Robert Sharer,
who was with Kalumba, said he was in

prices is not only an issue in Uganda,
a global phenomenon that prices

the country on a routine programme as
Zambia was preparing its 2001 national

but it is
are

low.

a

Budget.
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Introducing the
SADC Country Reports
From 2001 we will begin publishing the SADC Country Reports. These will be summary reports covering the
major developments in the 14 countries that are members of the Southern African Development Community (SADC).

They will seek to provide readers with comprehensive information on the countries concerned, outlining developments
in politics, economics, social issues, gender, culture, trade, industrial policy, investment, population, foreign affairs,
important government figures, and any other relevant and related information.
Each

Country Report shall be accompanied by tables providing statistical information on the country’s main areas
including health, education, major exports, and all other important macro-economic indicators.

of activity,

an introduction to this new product, we
for all the 14 countries, which provides an
detail in the respective Country Reports.

As

This is information that

we

have included in this issue a supplement covering important statistics
indication of the format that will be subsequently followed in greater

believe will be of interest to

our

readers and other users; those involved in research on

SADC and its member countries, who may in the course of their work require quality infonnation on the region. It
will also be useful to the business community and investors who may need such information for decision-making.

Overall, the Country Reports aim at opening Southern African horizons to national, regional and global decisionmakers.

They will highlight the region’s success stories, but also those areas in which, in our judgement, the
region may need to do more in order to strengthen their infant democracies, improve their economies
uplift the standards of living of their peoples.

countries of the
and

There has been

a tendency amongst those from outside Southern Africa to look at isolated problems in the region
generalised perceptions of instability. That is not correct, and we sincerely hope the Country Reports will help
decision makers, both within and outside the region, to identify those positive and negative issues affecting the
region, while assisting member countries in improving their political environment as an essential condition for
long tenn development.
as

The

uniqueness of the Country Reports will lie in the methodology, which will seek to incorporate analysis from
journalists, academics, economists and policy makers in the region, in close consultation with
international political and social scientists, as well as business leaders and policy makers at different levels.

well infonned

Most of the data will be

in the process

provided by the SAFES Trust/SARIPS database. Currently, SAFES Trust and SARIFS are
of updating this database in preparation for this important project.

Both SAFES Trust and SARIFS hold the latest statistical data

on Southern Africa, which is updated regularly on
findings and statistics from research institutions, private and public sector organisations
in the region and international bodies working in and with the region. SAFES Trust and SARIFS run different
regional research programmes in social policy, gender, economics, governance and peace and security, which feed
into the database. These programmes are undertaken by a dynamic team of local, regional and international experts
with a long experience in their respective fields of study.

the basis of the latest research

We

are

confident that this is infonnation that

Those

wishing to subscribe to this
following address;

new

readers and other users will find

product

F. O. Box MF1005
Mt. Pleasant
Harare

Zimbabwe
E-mail: administratorrwsarips.co.zw

Telephone: -^263-4-621-681/6; 621-803/7
Fax: +263-4-666-061

our

can contact our

extremely useful and infonnative.

Sales and Marketing Department through the

Angola
Government
Congo

Independence date: 11'''November, 1975
Head of State and Government: President

2S0Kilofn«tr*s

Jose Eduardo dos Santos
Political system:

Ccäbinoa

Multiparty, unitary

Mtwnr*

Kongo*

Republic

Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number ofpolitical parties in Parliament:
12
Number

LUANDA

of seats: 220 (Elective)

Voter turnout in last election: 91 %

Last election date:

September, 1992

Geography
Land

area: 1,246,700 square km
Capital city: Luanda
Languages: Portuguese (official),
Kimbundu, Umbundu and Kikongo

Fe
Lumbala

Namibe
Lirtttngo

Cdssinga
Fe

People

Cfiianie

Population. 1998: 11.85 million
Population growth. (1995-2000): 3%
Urban population. 1998: 33% of total
population

\
Namibia

^

CoffM
Roadt

Health

Railwayt

Intemaiiorral airport

Life expectancy at birth. 1998: 46 years
Infant mortality. 1998: 125 per 1000 live

Maior ports

4lS* i

SiMi

'T

%

Oila (peanuts,

palm oil.

tunftewrar)

-

^

Cotton
Indultnal fithing

OiamoniH
i.~«

Sugarcane
Cu

s

Salt

Pb

L

K

Phosphatet

“
Oil

refining

Copper

births
Child malnutrition. 1998: 35% of children

million

under 5

Crude oil production.

Sources of

population Education

2000 (forecast):
900,000 barrels per day
Official diamond production. 1997:

Adult

432,000 carats

Access to

.safe water. 1998: 32% of

literacy rate (age 15 and above).
1998: 42.0% Economy
GDP at market prices. 1998: K.zr2,448,180

Foreign direct investment, 1998: US$ 350
million

billion
Real GDP

growth. 2000 (forecast): 4.0%

GNP per capita.

Origins of GDP, 1998

imports
Portugal, South Africa, USA and Spain

Major industries
Petroleum, diamonds, iron ore, phosphates,
feldspar, bauxite, uranium, gold, cement,
basic metal products, fish processing, food
processing, brewing, tobacco products,
sugar, textiles.

Agriculture: 12.6% of total

1998: US$380

Major agricultural products

Gross domestic investment/GDP. 1998:

Oil: 44.9% of total

24.5%

Manufacturing: 4.4% of total

Bananas, sugarcane,

Exports ofgoods and setxices/GDP 1998:

Construction: 4.1 % of total

cotton,

57.1%

Sen ices: 16.3% of total

vegetables, plantains, livestock, forest
products, fish

Gross domestic
Gross national

savings/GDP, 1998: 12.5%
.savings/GDP. 1998: -33.4%

Crude oil: US$3.158 billion

Investment

Interest

Diamonds: US$188 million

Net

Refined petroleum: US$87 million

US$396 million

payment/GDP. 1998: 4.1%

Net

Inflation. 2000 (forecast): 100%

Exchange rate, 2000 (forecast): US$ 1

:

Foreign Direct Investment flows. 1998:
Portfolio Investment flows. 1998: N/A

Principal imports, 1998

Military

Kzr4,500.000

Consumer

Exports (fob). 2000 (forecast): US$4.84

million

Number

billion

Imports (fob). 2000 (forecast): US$2.55

Capital goods: US$327 million
Intermediate goods: US$299 million

Current hostilities: Civil

billion

Food: US$295 million

Current

-

account

coni,

Principal exports, 1998

Current account balance/GDP. 1998: -23.9%

Total debt / GDP. 1998: 181.3%

coffee, sisal,

manioc (tapioca), tobacco,

goods excluding food: US$712

of armed forces. 1998: 114 000
Militaiy expenditure. 1998: 14.9% of GDP
war,

DRC

war,

Congo Republic, tension at the border with
Namibia and Zambia

balance. 2000

(forecast): -US$950 million

Major trading partners

Total e.xternal debt. 1999: US$ 11.482

Destination of exports

Tax

billion

USA, China. Belgium: Luxembourg and

Top maiginal income tax rate. 1999: 40%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 40%

International

28

reserves,

1998: USS227

France
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Botswana
Government

under 5

Independence date: 30"’ September, 1966
Head oj State and Government: President

Access to

Festus

and above

Republie

Adult

Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament: 3
Number ofseats: 44 (Elective and Appointed)
Voter

Date

turnout

Total external debt. 1999: US$531 million
External debt

literacy rate (age 15 and above). 1998:

75.6%

Youths

excluding gold, 1999: US$6.5

billion

Illiteracy, 1998: 26% of population aged 15

Multiparty, unitary

(forecast):

-US$680 million
Reserves

Education

Mogae

Political system:

Current-Account balance. 2000

safe water: 70% of population

literacy rate (age 15 - 24). 1998: 87%

.sen'ice ratio. 1999: 2.8%

-

Cattle

slaughtering. 1999: 130 000
Diamond production. 1999: 21.7 million
carats

Economy

in last election: 77%

GDP

of last election: October 1999

market

Origins of GDP, 1998

Geography

prices, 1999: P2I.64 billion
growth. 2000 (foreca.st): 6.2%
GNPper capita. 1998: US$3 070

Land

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

Agriculture: 3.0%
Mining and quanying: 36.2%
Manufacturing: 4.9%

20.6%

Construction: 6,0%

at

Real GDP
area: 581,730 square km
Capital city: Gaborone
Principal Languages: English (official) and

Exports ofgoods and services / GDP. 1998:

Trade, hotels and

Setswana

35.0%

General Government: 14.5%

Gross domestic savings

People

/ GDP. 1998: 21.8%

Gross national savings / GDP. 1998: 23.0%
Current account balance / GDP. 1998: 2.5%

Population, 1999: 1.61 million
Population growth (1995-2000): 3.1%
Urban population. 1998: 68% of total

population
Health

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 47 years
Infant mortality, 1998: 58 per 1000 live births

restaurants:

18.0%

Finance and business services: 10.1 %

Principal exports (fob), 1998

Interest payment / GDP. 1998: 0.5%
Total debt / GDP. 1998: 10.5%

Diamonds: US$1.483 billion

Inflation, average, 2000 (forecast): 6.5%
Exchange rate. 2000 (forecast): US$1 : P4.76
Exports (fob), 2000 (forecast): US$2.911

Copper-nickel: US$74 million
Beef US$74 million

Vehicles: US$319 million

Soda ash: US$42 million

billion

Imports (cij). 2000 (forecast): US$2.05

Child malnutrition, 1998: 27% of children

Principal imports cif, 1998
Vehicles and transport equipment:

billion

US$452

million
Kazungula

Machinery and electrical goods: US$398
million

Zimbabwe

Food, beverages and tobacco: US$283
million
Metal and metal

Nat. Park

Okavango
Delta

Maun

Y

million
rvata

?

Namibia

products: US$241 million
products: US$205

Chemical and rubber

Orapa

Sua Pan

Major trading partners

Letihakane

Franc istown

Destination of
irule

,Ghanzi

Serow^^

N

r^„\cu/Ni
Selebi/Pbikwe'

Palapye Ri

Diamonds, copper, nickel, coal, salt, soda ash,
potash, livestock processing

Letihakeng
\

V

^nsMolepolel
*

GABORONE !•

Mochudi
\

Major agricultural products

Jwaneng
*

Y

imports

Major industries

X

\

Sources of

SACU, EU and Zimbabwe

c
Mahalapye

%

exports

EU, SACU and Zimbabwe

Sorghum, maize, millet, pulses, groundnuts
(peanuts), beans, cowpeas, suntlower seed,

Lobatse

[Ramatiabama

South Africa

livestock

Investment
Net

500 Kilometres

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

US$168 million
Net Portfolio Investment flows. 1998: N/A

Military
Cu/Ni Cupro-Nickel
Au

Gold

Maize

Towns

Citrus

Railways

Cotton

Roads

Cattle

Rivers

Number

of armed forces: 9 000
Military expenditure: 3.5% of GDP
Current hostilities: None,

Diamonds

potential border

conflict with Namibia

Tax

c

Coal
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Sheep

Top nuuginal income tax rate. 1999: 25%
Top corporate tax rate. 1999: 20%
29

Democratic

Republic of Congo

Government

Health

Interest payment

Independence dat: 30''' June, 1960

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 51 years
Infant mortality, 1998: 92per\000VivchiTths

Total debt / GDP, 1998: 217.8%

Head

of State and Government: President

Laurent-Disire Kabila

Child malnutrition, 1998: 34% of children

Political system: A

under 5

of

non-elected government
National Unity rules over a unitary state

/ GDP, 1998: 2.8%

Inflation, 1998: 147%
Exchange rate, 1998: NZ145,988 : US$1
Exports fob, 1998: US$604 million
Imports cif: US$322 million

(Republic)
Suffrage; Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament:

Education

Current-account balance: N/A

Adult

Reserves

N/A

Youth

Number

literacy rate (age 15 and above). 1998:

58.9%

literacy rate (age 15-24), 1998: 80%

of seats: 738 (Elective)

Voter turnout in last election: N/A

Economy
GDP

Geography
area:

2,345,410 square km

Capital city: Kinshasa
Principal languages: French (official),
Kongo, Lingala, Luba, Kituba and Swahili

market prices,

1998: NZ18.9 billion
Real GDP growth, 1998: -3.5%
GNP per capita. / 998: US$110
Foreign debt, 1995: US$18,952 billion
Foreign Direct Investment. 1999: US$1
at

million

Total external debt, 1997: US$12.33 billion

Copper production, 1998: 41,800 tonnes
Cobalt production, 1998: 4,680 tonnes
Diamond production, 1998: 29,4 million
carats

Origins of GDP, 1997

Gross domestic investment / GDP, 1998:

Agriculture: 57.9% of total
Industiy: 16.9% of total

8.1%

Sendees: 25.2% of total

People

Exports of goods and services / GDP. 1998:

Population, 1998: 47.8 million
Population gmwth, 1995-2000: 2.9%

23.8%

Urban

Gross national savings /

population. 1998: 30% of total
population

US$83

:

External debt-service ratio, 1997: 0,9%

Last election date: October 1998

Land

excluding gold, 1996

million

Gross domestic

Principal exports, 1997
savings / GDP. 1998: 9.8”/o

GDP. 1998: -0.3%

Current account balance / GDP. 1998: -8.4%

Diamonds: US$717 million

Copper and cobalt (Gecamines): US$253
million

Coffee: US$168 million
Energy' products: US$156 million

Principal imports, 1997
goods: US$295 million
Capital goods; US$129 million
Consumer

Raw materials: US$104 million

Major trading partners
Destination of

exports

Belgium-Luxembourg, US, South Africa and
Finland
Sources of

imports
Belgium-Luxembourg, China,
Nigeria, Kenya and Netherlands
South Africa,

Major industries
Mining, mineral processing, consumer
products (including textiles, footwear,
cigarettes, processed foods and beverages),
electricity generation, cement and diamonds

Major agricultural products
Coffee, sugar, palm oil, rubber, tea, quinine,
cassava

(tapioca), bananas, root

crops, com,

fruits, wood products

Military
Number

of armed forces, 1998: 50 000
Military expenditure: N/A
Current hostilities: Civil war. hostility
relations with neighbours (Rwanda, Uganda),
military co-operation with Angola, Namibia
and Zimbabwe

30
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Lesotho
Governmenl

South
Africa

liklependence dale: 4''’ October, 1966
Head

Diamonds

of State and Government: King

Letsic 111, Prime Minister

Political system:

'5

Pakalitha

Mosisili

Multiparty, unitary State

Y

Cattle

I

Wheat

(Monarchy)
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number ofpolitical parties in Parliament: 2
Number of seats: 80 (Elective)

I

Butha-

MalutI
'Mountains

Capital

•'

a

Towns

•

May, 1998

f Malibamatso
(Water proieci)

Maize

Lesotho borders

Voter turnout in last election: 74%
Last election date:

Sheep & Wool

MASERU

Mokhotlont

f

Marakabeis

i

Roads

Geography
Land

Capital city: Maseru
Principal languages: English and Sesotho
(both official)

•

Railways

3(),.450 square km

area:

'\r

Moriiajj^-J

Mafeteng

Rivers

Qachasnirk

100 Kilometres

Mohale's Hoek

People
Population. I99S: 2.25 million
Population growth. 1995-2000: 2.5%
Urban population. 1998: 26% of total
population
Poverty, 1998: 49% of population below
poverty line

South Africa

Health

Major trailing partners

Life expectancy at birth. 1998: 56 years
Infant mortality. 1998: 93 per 1000 live

Interest payment

Total debt / GDP. 1998: ?

Destination of

births

Inflation. 1999: 9,1%

SACU, North America and EU

Child malnutrition. 1998: 16% of children

E.xchange rate. 1999: US$1

under 5

Exports (fob), 1999: USS200 million

Sources of

Imports (fob), 1999: US$910 million

SACU, Asia and EU

Access to

safe water. 1998: 62% of

/ GDP. 1998: ?

:

exports

M5.95
imports

Current account balance. 1998: -US$315

population

Major industries

million

Education

Resen’es

Adult

million

literacy rate (age 15 and above).

excluding gold, 1999: US$515

Food, beverages,

textiles, handcrafts,

construction, tourism

1998: 82.4%

Total external debt. 1999: US$683 million

Illiteracy rate. 1998: 18% of population
aged 15 and above
Youths literacy rate (age 15-24), 1998: 90%

External debt service ratio, 1998: 6.5%

Major agricultural products

Migrant miners. 1999: -65,300

•Com, wheat,

Foreign Direct Investment. 1999: US$29

livestock

pulses, sorghum, barley,

million

Investment

Economy

Origins of GDP, 1998

Net

Agriculture: 16.6% of total
Industry: 37.3% of total
Manufacturing: 16.5% of total

US$30 million
Net

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 2000

Construction: 19.1% of total

Military

(forecast): 48.6%
Exports ofgoods and services / GDP. 2000
(forecast): 33.5%
Imports ofgoods and sen’ices / GDP. 2000
(forecast): -42.7%
Private consumption / GDP. 2000
(forecast): 14.5%
Public consumption / GDP. 1998: -27.2%
Gro.ss domestic savings / GDP. 1998: 2.4%
Gross national savings / GDP. 1998: 80.0%

Serx ices: 46.1% of total

Number

GDP at market

prices. 1999: M 5.528

billion
GNP per

capita. /99Ä.-US$570

Rea! GDP

Current

growth. 1999: 4.5%

account

balance / GDP. 1998: 8.1%
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Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

Portfolio Investment flows, 1998: N/A

of armed forces, 1998: 2 000
Military expenditure. 1998: 3.2% of GDP

Principal exports (fob), 1998
Manufactures: US$144 million

Current hostilities:

Food and live animals: US$8 million

Potential social unrest, (In

IVool and mohair: US$4 million

Africa and Botswana thwarted

1998 South

political

upheaval)

Principal imports (cif), 1995
Capital goods: US$368 million

Tax

Food: US$328 million

Top marginal income tax rate, 1999: 35%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 35%

Fuel and eneigx .'

US$216 million

31

Malawi
Government

Education

External debt-sendee ratio. 1999: 21.6yo

Independence date: 6'''July, 1964

Adult

Tobacco

Head

58.2%

of State and Government: President

Bakili Mulizi

Political system:

Multiparty, unitary

republic
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number

literacy rate (age 15 and above), 1998:

production, 1999: 134,000

Illiteracy rate. 1998: 42% of population

Origins of GDP, 1998

aged 15 and above
Youth literacy rate (age 15-24). 1998-10%

Agriculture: 37.4% of total
Small-scale: 31.1% of total

Transport and distribution: 28.6% of total

ofpolitical parties in Parliament: 3
(there are also independent and other parties
not sufficiently represented to constitute a
parliamentary group.)
Number of seats: 177 (Elective)

Economy

Voter turnout in last election: 92%

Foreign debt. 1998: US$2.14 billion

Principal exports fob, 1998

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

Tobacco: US$178 million

Geography
Land

area:

118,480 square km

Capital city: Lilongwe
Principal languages: English (official) and
Chichewa

GDP

at

market prices,

1998: MK66.605

billion
Real GDP
GNP per

growth, 2000 (forecast): 4.3%
capita. /99Ä.-USS210

Exports of goods and sen dees / GDP.
1998: 32.5%

Coffee: US$12 million

Gross domestic

Cotton: US$5 million

savings / GDP. 1998: 0.7%
Gross national .savings / GDP. 1998: -3.4%
account

balance / GDP. 1998:

Population. 1999: 11.19 million

Interest payment

Population growth (1995-2000): 3.3%
Urban population. 1998: 15% of total
population

Total debt / GDP. 1998: 144.9%

safe
population

/ GDP. 1998: 1.6%

E.xchange rate. 2000 (forecast): 52.8%
Inflation. 2000 (forecast): 24.0%

Imports cif, 2000 (forecast): USS553
million

water,

1998: 60% of

Petroleum: US$60 million

Transport equipment: US$43 million
Foodstuffs: US$40 million

Major trading partners
Destination of exports

South Africa, US,

Current-account balance: -USS366 million
Resen es

under 5

Principal imports cif, / 998
Industrial: US$151 million

Exports fob. 2000 (forecast): US$484

Child malnutrition. 1998: 30% of children

Acce.ss to

-

million

births

Utilities and construction: 3.1% of total

Tea: US$49 million

17.1%

Life expectancy at birth. 1998: 43 years
Infant mortality, 1998: 133 per 1000 live

Government: 9.5% of total

Sugar: US$24 million

People

Health

Manufacturing: 12.7% of total

13.7%

Current

tonnes

Germany and

Netherlands

excluding gold. 1999: US$290

million

Total external debt. 1999: US$2,318 billion

Sources of

imports

South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia and

Japan

Major industries
Tea, tobacco, sugar,
cement, donsumer

sawmill products,

goods

Major agricultural products
Tobacco, sugarcane, cotton, tea, com,
potatoes, cassava (topical), sorghum,

pulses, cattle, goats
Investment
Net

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

US$70 million
Net Portfolio Investment flows. 1998:

US$24 million

Military
Number

of armed forces: 5 000

Militaiy expenditure: 0.8% of GDP
Current hostilities: None

Tax
Top income tax rate. 1999: 40%
Top corporate
32

tax rate.

1999: 38%
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Mauritius
Government

Origins of GDP, 1998

Independent date’. 12''' May, 1968
Head of State and Government: President

Agriculture: 9.6% of total
Manufacturing: 24.2% of total

Major industries
Food

processing (largely

sugar

milling),

Cassam Uteem, Non-Exeeutive Prime

Wholesale and retail trade: 12.8% of total

textiles, wearing apparel, chemicals, metal
products, transport equipment, non-

Minister: Dr Navim

Restaurants and hotels: 4.5% of total

electrical

Political system-

Ramgoolam

Multiparty, unitary

Republic
Suffrage’. Universal at 18
No. of political parties in Parliament: 5
Number of seats: 66 (Elective + Appointed)

total

Voter turnout in last election: 80%

Principal exports, 1996

Last election date: December, 1995

Clothing and textiles (EPZ): US$982.4 m
Sugar: US$447 million
Cut flowers and foliage: US$7.0 million

Geography
Land

area:

1,860

square

Financial services: 11.0% of total

Capital city: Port Loius
Principal languages: English and French
(both official), Hindi and Creole

Government services: 10.7% of total
\

Investment

People

Principal imports, 1996
Manufactured goods: US$764.1
Machinery and transport equipment:

Health

Food and

Net

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

US$13 million
Net

Portfolio Inve.stment flows. 1998: US$8

million

US$496.8

Population. 1998: 1.2 million
Population growth. 1995-2000: 0.9%
Urban population, 1998: 41% of total
population

Major agricultural products. Sugarcane,
bananas, pulses, cattle,
goats, fish.
tea, com, potatoes,

Molasses: US$6.6 million

km

machinery, tourism

Transport and communications: 11.2% of

beverages: US$340.5

Military
Number

of armed forces: N/A
Militaiy expenditure: 0.2% of GDP

Chemicals: US$176.2

Current hostilities:

Major trading partners

Tax

Destination of exports
UK, France, US, Germany

Top income tax rate. 1999: 30%
Top corporate tax rate: 35%

and Italy

None

Sources of imports

Life e.xpectancy at birth, 1998: 71 years
Infant mortality. 1998: 20 per 1000 live

France, South Africa, India, Hong

Kong

and UK

births

Child malnutrition, 1998: 15% of children
under 5
Acce,ss to

.safe water. 1998: 100% of

population
Education
Adult

literacy rate, 1998: 83.8%
Illiteracy rate. 1998: 17% of population
aged 15 and above
Youth

literacy rate, 1998: 94%

Economy
GDP at factor cost, 1998: MRs
Real GDP growth. 2000: 4.8%

96.9 billion

GNPper capita. 1998: US$3730
Gross domestic investment/GDP, 1998:

24.1%

Exports of goods c6 .services/GDP, / 998:
64.8%
Gro.s.s domestic
Gro.s.s national

.saving.s/GDP. 1998: 24.0%
.saving.s/GDP. 1998: 25.7%

Current account balance/GDP. 1998: -2.5%
Interest payment / GDP. 1998: 2.0%
Total debt / GDP. 1998 : 59. \%

Inflation, average, 2000 (forecast): 8.5%
Exports fob. 2000: US$1.81 billion
Imports fob, 2000: US$2,287 billion
Current account balance. 2000: US$-124m
Re.serves

e.xduding gold. 1998: US$576m

Total external debt. 1999: US$1,801 billion
Eternal debt-service ratio. 1998: 7.0%

Sugar production. 1998: 627 000 tonnes
Tourist arrival, 2000 (forecast): 271 946
Exchange rate. 2000 (forecast): US$1 :
MRs26.27
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Mozambique
Government

Independeitce date: 25''’ June 1975
Head of State and Government: President
Joaquiin Alberto Chisano
Political system: Multiparty, unitary
Republie
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament:
2

Number
Voter

Date

of seats: 250 (Elective)

turnout

in last election: 80%

of last election: December 1999

Geography
Land

area: 801,590 square km
Capital city: Maputo
Principal languages: Portuguese (official),
Chitsonga, Chishona and Kiswahili

People
Population, 1999: 16.8 million
Population growth (1995-2000): 3.1%
Urban population, 1998: 38% of total
population
Poverty, 1998: 69% of population below
poverty line
Health

Inflation, 2000 (forecast): 5.0%

Textiles: USS43.4 million

Exchange rate, 2000 (forecast): MT 13,068

Metal

:

products: US$38.9 million

US$1

Major trading partners

Exports fob, 2000 (forecast): USS325
million

Imports cif, 2000 (forecast): US$124

Destination of exports

million

Spain, South Africa, Portugal and US

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 47 years

Current-account balance, 2000

Infant mortality, 1998: 134

US$836 million

Sources of

Total external debt, 1999: USS4.848

South Africa, Zimbabwe, Saudi Arabia and

million

Portugal

per

1000 live

births

Child malnutrition, 1998: 41% of children
under 5

,'iafe water, 1998: 24% of
population

Cashew

nut

Education

Major industries.

production, 1999: 91,000

soap,

Food, beverages, chemicals (fertilizer,

tonnes

literacy rate (age 15 and above),

Illiteracy

rate, 1998: 60%

Prawn

of population

aged 15 and above

literacy rate (age 15-24), 1998:

58%

paints), petroleum products, textiles,
glass, asbestos, tobacco

cement,

production, 1999: 8,600 tonnes

1998: 42.3%

Major agricultural products
Origins of GDP, 1997

Cotton, cashew nuts, sugarcane, tea,

Agriculture: 26.3% of total

cassava

Industry and fisheries: 17.9% of total

beef, poultry

(tapioca),

GDP at market

prices, 1999: MT50.244

Transport and communication: 11.4% of

Investment

total

Net

Commerce and other: 33.3% of total

US$70 million

billion

Net

GNP per capita,

rice, tropical fmits,

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:
Portfolio Investment flows, 1998:

1998: US$210
Real GDP growth, 2000 (forecast): 7.5%
Foreign debt: US$5.781 billion

Prawns: US$90.2 million
Cashew nuts and coconuts: US$29.3

Gross domestic investment / GDP, 1998:

Military

million

Number

20.4%

Cotton: US$22.2 million

Exports of goods and sen ices / GDP,

Principal exports, 1997

US$24 million

ofarmed forces, 1998: 6 000
Military expenditure, 1998: 4.2% of GDP

Timber: US$13.8 million

1998: 11.7%

Current hostilities: Social unrest due to

Copra: US$4.6 million

Gross domestic savings
Gro.ss national

/ GDP, 1998: 1.7%
savings / GDP, 1998: 0.8%

account

balance / GDP, 1998:

15.9%
Interest payment

-

disagreements

Principal imports, 1997

over

the 1999 election

outcome

Machinery and equipment: US$139 million
Vehicles, transport equipment

/ GDP, 1998: 1.5%

Total debt / GDP, 1998: 214.3%

34

com,

Construction: 11.3% of total

Economy

Current

imports

production, 1999: 51,000

tonnes

Raw cotton

Youths

-

External debt-service ratio: 15.0%

Access to

Adult

(forecast):

parts:

US$113.8 million

Fuel: US$92.3 million

and spare

Tax

Top income tax rate, 1999: 30%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 45%
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Namibia
Government

Access to

Independence date: 21'“ March, 1990
Head of State and Government: President

population

Sam

Nujonia

Political system:

Multiparty, unitary

safe water, 1998: 60% of

10,0% of total

estate:

Government: 26.9% of total

Education

Principal exports, 1998

Adult

Diamonds: US$389 million

literacy rate (age 15 and above),

Republic

1998: 80.8%

Manufactured products, including

Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament:

processed fish: US$365 million

5

Illiteracy rate, 1998: 20% of population
aged 15 and above
Youths literacy rate (age 15-14), 1998:

Number

of seats: 104 (Eleetive and
Appointed)

91%

million

Voter turnout in last election: 63%

Economy

Date

of last election: December 1999

products: US$102

including uranium:

US$187 million

GDP at market

prices, 1999: N$ 18.51

Geography

Real GDP growth,

Land

GNP per

825,418 square km

manufactures: US$232 million

Other minerals,

billion

area:

Other

Live animals and animal

Principal imports, 1997

2000 (forecast): 4.5%
capita, 1998: US$1940

Capital city: Windhoek

Gross domestic investment / GDP, 1998:

Principal languages: English (official),

19.0%

Afrikaans, Nama (Koekoe),

Exports of goods and services / GDP,

Oshikwanyama, Oshindonga, Herero,
German, Lozi, Tswana and Kwangali

Gross domestic savings

People

Gross national

Population, 1999: 1.67 million
Population growth, (average 1995-2000):

29.5%

2.8%

9.7%

Urban

Total debt / GDP, 1998: 4.0%

1998: 63.1%

Food and

beverages: US$337 million

Machinery and electrical goods: US$209
million
Vehicles and transport

Chemicals and

/ GDP, 1998:

18.8%

equipment: US$205

million

plastics: US$157 million

Textiles, clothing and footwear: US$105
million

population, 1998: 39% % of total
population
Health

savings / GDP, 1998:

Current account balance / GDP, 1998:

years

Inflation (average), 2000 (foreca,st): 7.0%
Exports fob, 2000 (forecast): US$1,575
Imports fob, 2000 (forecast): US$1.6

per

1000 live

births

Destination of exports

UK, South Africa, Spain and .lapan, France
Sources of

imports

South Africa, USA,

Gcmiany, Russian

Federation and Zimbabwe

billion

Infant mortality, 1998: 65

products: US$105

million

Major trading partners

billion

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 56

Metals and metal

Current account balance, 2000

(forecast):

Major industries
Meat

US$200 million

Child malnutrition, 1998: 26% of children

Total external debt, 1999: US$159 million

under 5

Diamond

production, 1999: 1.55 million

packing, fish processing, dairy
products, mining (diamond, lead, zinc, tin,
silver, tungsten, uranium, copper)

carats

Uranium oxide
1999: 3,095

production,

tonnes

Major agricultural products
Millet, sorghum, peanuts, livestock, fish

Fish catch, 1999: 620,000

catch

tonnes

not

International

potential of over I million metric tons

being fulfilled.

reserves,

1999: US$270 million

Investment

Exchange rate, 2000

Net

(forecast): US$1 : N$6.23
(packed to South African

US$96 million
Net

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:
Portfolio Investment flows, 1998: N/A

Rand)

Military

Origins of GDP, 1998

Number

Agriculture and fishing:

Military expenditure, 1999: 7.7% of GDP

of armed forces, 1999: 5,800

12.2% of total

Mining and quarrying:

Current hostilities: Potential border

12.6% of total

with Botswana, Secessionist tendencies in

Manufacturing, including
fish processing: 16.3% of

dispute

Caprive, military alliance with Zimbabwe
and

Angola in DRC

total
Wholesale and retail trade:
7.4% of total
Financial services and real
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Tax

Top income tax rate, 1999: 40%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 40%
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Seychelles
Government

Independence date: 29"’ June. 1976
Head

oj State and Government: President

Albert Rene
Political system:

Multiparty, unitary
Republic
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament: 3
Number ofseats: 34 (Elective and Appointed)
Voter turnout in last election: 87%

Last election date: March 1998

Geography
Land

area: 455
square km
Capital city: Victoria on Mahc Island
Principal languages: English and French

Creole (both official)

People
Population, 1998: 0.08 million

Population growth. 1995-2000: 1.1%
Urban population. 1998: 57% of total
population
Health

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 71 years
Infant mortality, 1998: 15 per 1000 live
births
Child malnutrition. 1998: 6% of children
under 5
Access to

safe
population

water 1998:

83% of

Education
Adult

literacy

rate (age

15 and above).

Reserves

1998: 84.0%

Economy
GDP at market prices,

1997: SRs 2.707

billion

growth, 2000 (forecast): 1.5%

Food and live animals: US$86.6
million

External debt-ser\’ice ratio. 1997: 4.0%

Fuel: US$36.0 million

Tourist arrivals. 1998: 128,300

Chemicals: US$24.6 million
:

SRs5.80

Major trading partners

capita. 1998: US$6420

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

Origins of GDP, 1996

40.0%

Exports of goods and services / GDP.

Agriculture and fore.stry: 4.1 % of total
Manufacturing: 13.4% of total

1998: 67.1%

Construction: 8.2% of total

Gro.ss domestic savings

/ GDP. 1998:

Transport and communication: 28.6% of

29.7%

total

Gross national .savings

/ GDP, 1998:

Hotels and re.staurants: 9.4% of total

28.6%

Destination of exports

UK, France, Netherlands and Italy
Sources of

imports

South Africa, UK,

Singapore, France and

Italy

Finance: 10.0% of total

Current account balance / GDP. 1998:

-

Government sers’ices: 13.8% of total

Investment
Net

19.4%
Interest payment

Manufactured goods: US$I09.7 million

Total e.xternal debt. 1997: US$149 million

Exchange rate. 2000 (forecast): US$1

Real GDP
GNP per

excluding gold. 1998: US$21.6

million

/ GDP. 1998: 1.0%

Principal exports, 1998

Total debt / GDP. 1998: 34.9%

Canned

Inflation. 2000 (forecast): 2.5%

Frozen prawns:

Exports fob. 1998: US$90.6 million

tuna:

US$27.2 million

US$6.4 million
fish: US$2.5 million

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

US$371 million
Net Portfolio Investment flows, 1998:

US$922 million

'Fiozen and fresh

Military'

Re-exports fob, 1998: US$32.3 million
Imports cif 1998: US$403.1 million

Principal imports, 199%

Number

Current account balance. 1997: US$-63.2

Machinery and

Military expenditure: 2% of GDP

million

million

36

transport

goods: US$114.6

of armed forces: N/A

Current hostilities: None
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South

Africa

Government

Independence date: 31*' May, 1994
MolitJv

KrugersOorp

Head of State and Government: President

Roodepoorl

Thabo Mbeki

lonteui^

KBmplon Park

C

eisbot’g Benoni^Au

Ph0

Zimbabwe

Randtontpin

Political system: Multiparty govemment
National Unity, unitary Republic with

Au

of

■

J otxao I irt fu' g

]Au u

.Uj

r
N

Federal features
M«Sina

Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament: 7

Botswana
T haba-’ lU'hi

Number of seats: 400 (Elective)

(Jpnbu'g

Potgt

Namibia

pispruit'^

Voter turnout in last election: 89
Ma'>'i

A,

•Witl'dokj

uigJ

2,

PotchcHt

Geography
Land

area:

Cu

Ltpington

1,219,912 square km

Kfoonstad

*^1

B^lhlofvem

Postmasburg Kimbeflev

Capital city: Pretoria and Cape Town
Principal Languages: Afrikaans, English,

¥

•v-icu
ASpfingbok

Pii«kaÄ^

Jw

(all official)

//

XOe Aai

llilft®

Setswana, Seswati, Tsonga, Venda,

Kadysmith

^

Pii»1ei man

V'

Zulu, Xhosa, North Sotho, Sesotho,
Ndebele

LNpwrastif •

Wiffentoo^

Catvmia

1

^

/

p)

Victoria Wmi-

liT'l

iOUnVlIte®
Elbol,
Umt

Stutter

Ml

Pikpitieiq

ISaRlanhaB

Jllllllfl
Cape Town

People
Population. 1998: 41.4 million
Population growth (1995-2000): 2.3%
Urban population. 1998: 50% of total
population

I,

[p«fi
BredasOorp

M

Roadt

Railwayt

International Airports

Maior Ports

Cattle

Sheap

Goals

Citrus Fruits

Sugar Cane

Health

*

Virteyards
Fruin (Bananas, pinemriftl
Tea

Iftdustnal

Life expectancy at birth. 1998: 65 years
Infant mortality. 1998: 48 per 1000 live

Au

Fishing

I

Oil Refinery

Tanker Port

Cold

C

Coal

Diamonds

Uranium

PI

Platinum

Mn

Manganese

Asbestos

Cu

Copper

Cr

F«

births

Child malnutrition. 1998: 9% of children

*9

Nickel

Ph

Phosphates

Silver

W

Turtgsten

under 5
Access to

.safe water. 1998: 59% of

population

Total external debt. 1998: US$24.7 billion

Debt-sen ice ratio. 1998: 12.7%

Education
.Adult

literacy rate (age 15 and above).

1998: 84.6%

Exchange rate. 2000 (forecast): US$1 :
R6.230rigins of GDP, 1998
Agriculture, forestty and fishing: 3.9% of

Illiteracy. 1998: 16% of population aged

total

I5and above

Mining and cpiarrying: 6.6% of total
Manufacturing: I8.9"b of total

Youth

literacy rate (age 15-24). 1998: 91%

Construction: 3.1% of total

Economy
GDP at

current

Major industries
Mining (world’s largest producer of
platinum, gold, chromium), automobile
assembly, metalworking, machinery,
textiles, iron and steel, chemicals,
fertilizer, food.stuffs.

Financial services: 18.4% of total
market

prices. 1998:

R737.8 billion
Real GDP

Sources of imports
Germany, US, Japan, UK and Italy

Trade, catering and hotels: 13.3% of total
Public administration: 17.3% of total

growth. 2000 (forecast): 3.4%
1998: US$3310

GNP per capita.

Principal exports, 1996

Gross domestic investment / GDP 1998:

Metals and metal

15.6%

Gold: US$6.0 million

Exports ofgoods and .services / GDP.

Diamonds: US$2.9 million

1998: 25.8%

Machineiy and transport equipment:

Gro.ss dome.stic

US$2.6 million

savings / GDP. 1998: 16.9%
Gro.ss national .savings / GDP 1998: 14.5%

products: US$6.3 million

Current account balance / GDP. 1998: -1.2%

Principal imports, 1997

Interest payment

Machinery and appliances: US$8.9 billion

/ GDP. 1998: 0.6%

Major agricultural products
Com, wheat, sugarcane, fruits, vegetables,
beef, poultry, mutton, wool, daily products

Investment
Net

Foreign Direct Investment flows. 1998:

US$19 million
Net

Portfolio Investment flows. 1998: N/A

Military
Number

of armed forces. 1998: 82 000

Total debt / GDP. 1998: 19.3%

Chemicals: US$3.4 billion

Inflation. 2000 (forecast): 5.0"-b
E.xportsjbb. 2000 (forecast): US$31.5 billion
Imports fob. 2000 (forecast): USS30.3

Mineral

Military expenditure. 1998: I.O'JbofGDP
Current hostilities. 1998: Rising incidence
of crime, volatile race relations, military

Major trading partners

civil unrest

billion
Current account balance. 2000

products: USS3.7 million
Transport equipnrent: US$1.7 million

alliance with Botswana in Lesotho’s 1998

(forecast):

-US$1.7 billion

Destination of exports

Tax

Re.serves

Italy. Japan, US. Germany, UK. Hong Kong

Top ittcome tax rate. 1999: 45'ko

and other EU countries

Top corporate tax rate. 1999: 35%

including gold. 1998: US$5.39

billion
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Swaziland
Government

Access to

Independence date: 6"' September, 1968
Head of State and Government: King

population

Exports fob. 1999: US$825 million
Imports fob. 1999: USSI,050 million

Muswati III

Education

million

.Adult

Reserves

Political system:

Current

Political parties

proscribed in the unitary state (absolute
Monatchy)
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number ofpolitical parties in Parliament: 1
Number ofseats: 95 (Elective and Appointed)
Voter

turnout in

safe water. I99H: 60% of

literacy rate. 1998: 78.3%
Illiteracy rate. 1998: 23% of population
aged 15 and above
Youth literacy rate. 1998: 90%

Economy
GDP at market

last election: N/A

Last election date: October 1998

balance. 1999: -US$50

e.xcluding gold. 1999: US$380

million
Total external debt. 1999: US$180 million

Sugar production. 1999: 485,000 tonnes
E.xchange rate. 1998: US$1 : E6.08 (linked
to the

prices. 1999: E8.107

account

-

Rand)

Foreign Direct Investment. 1999:
US$2,306 million

billion

Real GDP growth.

Geography
Land

area:

GNP per

17,360 square

1999: 3.1%
capita. 1998: US$1400

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

km

12.3%

Capital city: Mbabane
Principal languages: English and Seswati

Exports ofgoods and services

(both official)

1998: 101.5%

/

GDP.

Imports of goods and sendees / GDP,

People

1998: -96.3%

Population. 1999: .097 million
Population growth, average 1995-2000:

Private

3.3%

27.1%

consumption / GDP. 1998: 53.4%
consumption / GDP. 1998:

Government

Urban

Change in stocks & statistical discrepancy

population. 1998: 34% % of total
population

Origins of GDP, 1997
Agriculture: 9.8% of total
Indiistiy: 47.7% of total
Sen ices: 42.5% of total

Principal exports, fob, 1998
Soft drink concentrate: US$383 million
Sugar: US$106 million
Wood pulp: US$75 million
Refrigerators: US$50 million
Citrus and canned fruit: USS30 million

/GDP 1998: 12.3%
Gro.ss domestic savings

/ GDP. 1998: 19.2%
/ GDP. 1998: 43.1%

Principal imports fob, 1996

Health

Gro.ss national savings

Life e.xpectancy at birth. / 998: 60 years
Infant mortality-. 1998: 65 per 1000 live

Current account balance / GDP. 1998: 1.3%

Manufactured goods: US$275 million
Machinery and transport equipment:

Interest payment

US$312 million

births

Total debt / GDP. 1998: 39.0%

Child malnutrition. 1998: 10% of children

External debt-service ratio. 1999: 2.7%

Chemicals: US$173 million

under 5

Inflation. 1999: 6.0%

Fuel and lubricants: US$96 million

/ GDP. 1998: 1.0%

Food and live animals: US$172 million

Major trading partners
Destination of exports

South Africa, EU,

Sources of

®

Citrus

T Catite

Sugar

Forest

<3

Maize

Q
^
V'T

South
AfriCS Havelock

Major industries
Coal and asbestos,

(3otton

’$i.

Tobixco

SnOj Cassiterite

Asbestos

Fe

Iron

Bananas

Be

Beryl

Groundnuts

Au

(joW

sugar,

•
—

♦♦♦♦♦♦

mining, wood pulp,
soft drink concentrates.

Major agricultural products
a
Mhlambanyaii

Sugarcane, cotton, maize, tobacco, rice,
citrus, pineapples, com, sorghum, peanuts,
cattle, goats, sheep

^^Lobamba

Swaziland bwders
•

imports
Japan and Singapore

South Africa, EU,

Sheep

Rice

Mozambique and USA

Capital

Investment

Towns

Net

Roads

Foreign Direct Investment flows. 1998:

US$55 million

Railways

Net Portfolio Investment

Nhlangano

flows. 1998: N/A

/xiyf- Rivers
Airport
too Kilometres

South Africa

Military
Number

of armed tones. 1998: N'A
.Military expenditure. 1998: N/A
Current hostilities:

potential social unrest

Tax

Top marginal income tax rate, 1999; 39%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 37.5%
38
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Tanzania
Government

350Kms

Independence date: 9"' December, 1961

Uganda
-

Union with Zanzibar in 1964

Kenya

Head

of State and Government: President
Benjamin Mkapa
Political system: Multiparty, unitary
Republic
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number ofpolitical parties in Parliament:

Kilimaniwo

??
Number

of seats: 275 (Elective and
Appointed)

Mbeya

Voter turnout in last election: ??
Last election date:

Zambia

October, 2000
1

Maiawi

Ngorongoro Crater

2 Lake Manyara

Geography
Land

area: 945,090 square km
Capital cit}’: Dar-es Salaam (future capital

Dodoma)

Principal languages: Kiswahili and
English (both official)
Gross national savings

/ GDP. 1998: 4.4%

Current account balance / GDP 1998:

People
Population. 1998: 32.4 million

Population growth. 1995-2000: 3.1%
Urban population, 1998: 26% of total
population

Interest payment

fnfant mortality. 1998: 85 per 1000 live
births
Child malnutrition. 1998: 31 % of children

Access to

.safe water, 1998: 49% of

Major trading partners

Inflation. 2000 (forecast): 7.5%

Destination of

.Adult

fmports cif 2000 (forecast): US$1,540
million

Sources of

Current-account balance: -US$691 million

Exchange rate, 2000 (forecast): TSh830
Reserves

excluding gold. 1999: US$599.2

E.xternal debt-.service ration. 1999: 10.6%

Coffee production. 1997: 12,300 tonnes

1998: 73.6%

Illiteracy rate, 1998: 28% of population
aged 15 and above
Youth literacy rate (age 15-24). 1998: 90%

Economy
GDP at market

places, 1998: TSh5.523

imports
Kenya, UK, Saudi Arabia,
Japan and China
South Africa,

Major industries
Agricultural processing (sugar, beer,
cigarettes, sisal twine); diamond and gold
mining; oil refining; shoes; cement;
textiles; wood products; fertiliser

Major agrieultural produets
Origins of GDP, 1998

Coffee, sisal, tea, cotton, pyrethrum

Agriculture, forestry and fishing: 49,1 % of

(insecticide made from chrysanthemums);
cashews; tobacco; cloves (Zanzibar); com;

total

Mining: 2.0% of total
Manufacturing: f.4% of total

(tapioca); bananas; fruits;
vegetables; cattle; sheep; goats
wheat;

cassava

Construction and utilities: 6.9% of total

billion
Real GDP growth rate.

2000 (forecast):

5.2%
Per

:

million

literacy: rate (age 15 and above),

Malaysia, Rwanda

and Netherlands

Total externa! debt. 1999: US$8,343

Edueation

exports

India, Gennany. Japan,

million

population

US$187 million

/ GDP. 1998: 0.5%

US$1

under 5

materials: US$284 million

Total debt / GDP. /m-89.4%

million

Life expectancy at birth. 1998: 48 years

raw

Building materials: US$31.8 million

14.1%

E.xports fob. 2000 (forecast): USS937
Health

Industrial

Petroleum and products:

-

capita GNP f998: US$220

Exports ofgoods and services. 1996: US$1
billion

fmports ofgoods and services. 1996: USS2
billion

Foreign Direct Investment. 1998: US$157
million

Trade and hotels: 15.9% of total

Military

Transport and communication: 5.3% of

Number of armed

total

Militaiy expenditure: 1.4% of GDP
Current hostilities: Potential spill-over of

Principal exports, 1997

eonfficts from the Great Lakes States

Manufactures: US$172 million

(Bumndi, Rwanda and Uganda)

fbtx'es: 34 000

Coffee: US$117.4 million
Cotton: US$116.5 million

Investment

Minerals: US$92.8 million

Net

Cashew

nuts:

US$73.4 million

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

US$172
Net

Portfolio Investment flows, 1998: 0

16.0%

Principal imports, 1997

Exports ofgoods and sen'ices / GDP,

Machinery and transport equipment:

Tax

1998: 15.8%

US$465.5 million

Top income tax rate, 1999: 35%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 30%

Gmss domestic

savings / GDP. 1998: 6.0%
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Consumer

goods: US$351 million
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Zambia
Government

Interest payment

Independence date: 24'’’ October, 1964
Head ofSlate and Government: President

Total debt / GDP, 1998: 204.8%

Destination of

Inflation, 2000 (forecast): 23%
Exports fob, 2000 (forecast): US$1,000

Japan, Thailand. India and Saudi Arabia

million

Sources of

Imports cif, 2000 (forecast): USSI,150

South Africa, UK, Zimbabwe and Saudi

million

Arabia

Frederik Chiluba

Political system:

Multiparty, unitary
Republic
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of political parties in Parliament:
4 (there are also independent and other
parties not sufficiently represented to
constitute a parliamentary group)
Number of seats: 158 (Elective and
Appointed)
Voter

turnout

in last election: 40%

Last election date: November 1996

area:

exports

imports

Current-account balance: -USS200 million

Exchange rate, 2000 (forecast): ZK2,864

:

US$1
Reserves

Major industries
Copper mining and processing,

excluding gold, 1998: US$69

million

construction, foodstuffs, beverages,
chemicals, textiles, fertilizer.

Total external debt. 1998: US$6.69 billion
External debt-service ratio: 31.8%

Major agricultural products

Copper production. 1998: 294,000 tonnes

Com, sorghum, rice, peanuts, sunflower seed,

Origins of GDP, 1996

cattle, goats,

Agriculture: 12% of total

meat,

Industry: 42% of total
Mining: 9% of total

Military

tobacco, cotton, sugarcane, cassava (tapioca),

Geography
Land

Major trading partners

/ GDP 1998: 2.7%

752,610 square km

Capital city: Lusaka
Principal languages: English (official),
Chinyanja, Chibemba. Silozi and Tonga

total

Principal exports, 1996

Net

Copper: US$568 million

US$222

Government and other sendees: 46% of

Population. 1999: 9.7 million
Population growth, 1995-2000: 2.6%
Urban population. 1998: 44% of total
population
Poverty level. 1998: 68% of population
below poverty line
Health

Life expectancy at birth, 1998: 43 years
Infant mortality. 1998: 113 per 1000 live

Number

ofsolders. 1998: 22 000
Military expenditure. 1998: 1.8% of GDP
Current hostilities: Potential spill-over
from armed conflicts in DRC and Angola

Construction: 2% of total

Manufacturing: 31 % of total

People

pigs, poultry, beef, pork, poultry

milk, eggs, hides.

Investment

Cobalt: US$193 million

Net

foreign direct investment flows, 1998:
portfolio investment flows, 1998: N/A

Principal imports, 1993

Tax

Crude oil: US$144 million

Top income tax rate, 1999: 35%
Top corporate tax rate, 1999: 35%

Fertiliser: US$30 million

births
Child malnutrition. 1998: 24 % of children
under 5
Access to

safe

water,

1998: 53% of

population
Education
Adult

literacy

rate (age

15 and above),

1998: 76.3%

Illiteracy rate. 1998: 25% of population
aged 15 and above
Youths literacy rate (age 15-24), 1998:
87%

Economy
GDP

at

market prices,

1998: ZK6,433

billion

Real GDP
GNP per

growth, 2000 (forecast): 5.1%

capita. /99^.'US$330

Foreign debt. 1998: US$5.874 billion
Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:
14.3%

Exports ofgoods and sendees / GDP,
1998: 29.4%
Gross domestic savings

/ GDP, 1998: 5.3%

Gross national savings / GDP. 1998: -0.9%
Current account balance / GDP. 1998: 15.2%
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Zimbabwe
Government

Independence date: 18, April, 1980
Head of State and Government: President
Robert Gabriel

Mugabe

Political system:

Multiparty, unitary

republic
Suffrage: Universal at 18
Number of

political parties in Parliament:

3
Number of scats: 150

(Elective and

Appointed)
Voter turnout in last election: 61.8%

Last election date: June, 2000

Geo}>raphy
Land

390580 square

km
Capital cily: Harare
Languages: English (official), Chishona,
Sindebele, Tonga and Venda
area:

Gross domestic savings

Gross national

People

Major trading partners

/ GDP, 1998:

19.8%

Destination of exports

savings / GDP, 1998:

South Africa, UK,

15.9%

Population, 2000: 11.4 million
Population growth rate. 1995-2000: 2.1%
Rural / urban population ratio: ?
Poverty. / 998: 63% of population below
poverty line

Current account balance / GDP, 1998:

Interest payment

/ GDP, 1998: 3.0%

births

Z$55.00
excluding gold, 1999: US$131
:

.safe water, 1998: 36% of
population
Education

Illiteracy, 1998: 15% of population aged
15and above

Adult

literacy rate, (age 15 and above),

1998: 87.2%
Youth

Total external debt. 1999: US$4501 million

metallic and
steel, nickel,
tin, wood products, cement, chemicals,
numerous

non-mctallic ores), copper,

fertiliser, clothing and footwear, foodstuffs,

Origins of GDP, 1997
Agriculture: 18.6% of total
Mining: 1.6% of total
Manufacturing: 17.7% of total
Transport and communication: 6.0% of

beverages.
Major agricultural products
Com, cotton, tobacco, wheat, coffee,
sugarcane, peanuts,

cattle, sheep, goats and

pigs

total

Distribution, hotel and restaurants: 19.8%

Investment

of total

Net

Public administration: 5.1% of total

US$444 million

literacy rate (age 15 to 24). 1998:

97%

Major industries
Mining (coal, clay,

million

External debt-service ration: 18.6%

Access to

imports
Japan, USA and

Germany

Inflation, 2000 (forecast): 60%

Child malnutrition, 1998: 16% of children

under 5

Sources of

South Africa, UK,

Total debt / GDP, 1998: 82.9%

Reserves

Life expectancy at birth, 1999: 43.5 years
Infant mortality, 1998: 59 per 1000 live

Gennany, Japan and

USA

5.3%

Exchange. 2000 (forecast): US$1

Health

-

Net

Principal exports, 1997

Foreign Direct Investment flows, 1998:

Portfolio Investment flows, 1998: US$-

27 million

Tobacco: US$22.6 million

Economy
GDP at market

prices. 1998: ZK 133.455

billion
Real GDP growth rate.
GNP per

Gold: US$14.3 million

Military

Ferro-alloys: US$7.0 million

Number

Cotton: US$5.5 million

Military expenditure, 1998: 2.6 % of GDP

1999: 0.5%

Current hostilities: Potential social unrest due

capita, 1998: US$620

E.xports of goods and services, 1999:
US$2.05 billion

Imports ofgoods and services, 1999:
US$2.1 billion

Foreign Direct Investment, 1998: -US$500
million

Foreign Debt, 1999: US$4.885 billion

to outcome

Principal imports, 1997

of last election and economic

Machinery and transport equipment:

hardships, military alliance with Namibia,
Angola and DRC, directly involved in the

US$38.8 million

DRC

war

Manufactures: US$17.7 million
Chemicals: US$14.8 million

Tax

Petroleum

Top income tax rate, 1999: 40%

products and electricity:

Top corporate tax rate. 1999: 35%

US$10.2 million

Gross domestic investment / GDP. 1998:

21.2%

Sources:

Exports ofgoods and services / GDP.

ElU country reports

1998: 40.3%

World Economic Indicators??
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of armed forces, 1998: 39 000

(various issues), ElU country profiles (various issues), Proder, 2000?,
(to he finalised)
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SAFES TRUST

The Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) is offering 40 students from Eastern and Southern
two-year part-time Masters Degree Programme in Policy Studies, targeted at senior personnel involved in
policy fonnulation, analysis and implementation from government, private sector and non-govcmmental organisations.
Africa

a

The Programme
•

•
•

•

•

Offers

unique and practical regional learning experience in Policy Studies which prepares candidates to face the
challenges confronting Eastern and Southern Africa in the 21st century.
Is accredited by the universities of Fort Hare (South Africa), and Zimbabwe.
Consists of 155 days of residential period spread over 2 years. This
comprises lectures, tutorials, examinations and
policy seminars in Harare, Zimbabwe.
Entails reading assignments, and policy project/dissertation work done out of residence.
Starts in September 2001 and ends in August 2003.
a

Core Courses Okfered
•
•
•
•

•

Economic

Analysis and Development.
Policy Making.
Governance and Policy Making.
Regional Integration and Co-operation.
Gender Issues in

Research Methods.

Elective Courses
•

•

•
•

(select one)

Environmental Policy
International Relations
Sectoral Economic Policy
Social

Policy

Dissertation/Policy Research Project
•

Ql

Participants will be required to complete
obtaining 5 course credits.

a

25 000

-

word dissertation/policy research project within six months of

ALIFlC.VriONS

Applicants must have:
•
A good first degree.
•

At least three years

•

A

Sc

of policy relevant work experience.
working knowledge of English, as it is the language of instruction.

HOLARSHIPS

Whilst the SARIPS may

assist in seeking funding for the programme, it is the responsibility of the student to secure
funding. Programme costs for the entire two year period arc: Tuition and Fees (US$8 000); Travel and Subsistence
(US$8 000) and Policy Projcct/Disscrtation research costs range from US$2000 - US$4 000.
Application Lf:tters
•

Must be

•

accompanied by copies of certified degree transcripts and certificates, birth certificate, curriculum vitae and
with incomplete documentation will not be processed).

details of two referees (Applications
Should be submitted before 30 January 2001

contact
•

.Application forms

•

Late

•

applications
Applications and

arc

available upon payment of a non refundable fee of US$20.00.
be considered after payment of a non-rcfundable fee of US$30.00
enquiries should be addressed to:

may
any

Assistant Director

-

Training:

SARIPS 4 Deary Avenue, Belgravia, Harare
P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel: 263-04-736306/252962/252963/252965
Facsimile: 263-04-252964
E-mail: opa@sarips.co.zw, vimbai@sarips.co.zw
Website: www.sarips.co.zw
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Diaspora, Pan
Africanism and African Integration
Uazuva Kaumhi

Africanism and African

Integration
Uazuva Kaumbi

tymologically, the word
“diaspora” comes from
Greek, meaning dispersion or
scattering. In the West, it has
historically been associated with the
period after the fall of Jerusalem at

GENDER

Zimbabwe: Women’s access

47

around 70AD, when the Jews

fled

Palestine.

to land

Diaspora” has thus

“African

Gaynor G. Paradza

come

refer to all those

to

people

49

Ibbo Mandaza

over

continent
In

took

1441,

Portuguese adventurer

centuries before
Americas. It is

some

9.85 million

shipped out of Africa as
slaves to Arabia and, in small numbers,
Africans

to

were

the Indian sub-continent. The 19th

represented the highest point of

the Arabian trade when 12 000 Africans
were

alone

shipped out of Africa every year.
figure for the 19th century
was

1.2 million slaves to Arabia.

Estimates of Africans who fell
victim of the Transatlantic slave trade
vary

those

between 12 and 50 million, with
shipped across the Red Sea to the

Persian Gulf and India believed to be

marking the beginning of the

slave trade. This followed the abolition

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

of the

change

a

of slaves for the

12 African slaves from the

continent,

South Africa: Limits to

It is not known

the world.

exactly how many people of African
descent are dispersed outside of the

source

estimated that

The total

all

Ndabaningi Sithole: The
making of a nationlist

a

Mediterranean many
the discovery of the

genesis can be found in
involving the Muslim and
Christian nations, leading to the
scattering of people of African descent
Its

as

According to Clarke (1998), Africa
became

century

the slave trade

day in places such

the Sudan and Mauritania.

of African descent who live outside the
continent.

OBITUARY

continues to this

52

Lloyd Sachikonye

practice in Europe in the 12"’

century. Subsequently, slavery was
institutionalised as a commercial
arrangement to ensure

the rapid

development of Europe and America.
It is said that the Arab slave trade

favoured females at

a

ratio of three to

male. Most of the women were
turned into concubines, while the male
slaves were castrated. Because of its
one

gender bias, the Arab slave trade caused
much demographic damage. Indeed, the
enslavement of Africans by Arabs
SAPKM DECEMBER 2000 / .JANUARY 2001
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around 4.1 million.
It is stated that in 1600 the Africans

numbered

some

50 million

-

about 30

percent of the combined population of
the New World, Europe, Middle East
and North Africa.
had fallen

to

By 1800 their number

20 percent of the combined

total (New World,

of the month

leading thinkers and spokespersons for
people.
The development of African

the African

communities around the world coincided
with

a
new
phase in Europe’s
penetration of Africa, because just 16
years before the First Pan-African

Europe, etc.), and to

Conference in London in 1900, the

by 1900 (Clarke, 1998).
by Africa through
slavery e.xceeds today’s total African

major European powers had gathered in
Berlin to discuss the carving up of

10 percent

The cost sutTered

debt. This raises the argument that, were
Africa to be paid reparations for such

acts, that could

wipe out its entire debt.
Through slavery, Africans were
denied their languages, customs,
religions and culture. In Africa itself
this translated into

a

denial of the soul

of the African. So much

so

that Western

culture was substituted willy-nilly for
African culture, to the point that all over

The

massive

and

violent

transplantation of peoples damaged
Africa’s development, encouraging
conflict and emptying parts of the
continent of its youngest

and fittest
people. It also created large Black
communities

on

the other side of the

Atlantic.

Oppressed and exploited

The

capital flight was
high as 133 percent
for Nigeria, 102 percent for the Sudan
and 58 percent for Kenya. Nigeria
alone is believed to have US$5() billion
outside the country.
A

quantification of the human,
capital will go a
long way to establishing precisely the
quantitative and qualitative impact the
African diaspora will have if it is
integrated into the Mother Continent.
financial and other

heyday of colonialism involved
exploitation of African
resources and African
people. It

Pan Africanism

reinforced European ideas of white

The idea of African

superiority and African inferiority, ideas
that had been used to justify the inhuman
practice of slavery. The achievements
of African people and their cultures were
dismissed as ‘primitive’. Many of the
colonialists saw it as their duty to
impose European beliefs and systems on

in the context of

the wide-scale

unity must be seen

an

anti-colonial and

anti-imperialist struggle. European
racism has given

Africans

a new

conception of themselves as a ‘race’.
Thus re-visioning the Pan African

agenda in the context of the demand
for increased regional and continental
integration raises a number of
and exploited as interesting and potentially
ideas. For instance,
slaves, these people survived contradictory
isn’t the Pan African agenda much
the horrors of the plantations broader than the regional and
and kept alive important continental dimension? If it is, why
narrow down perspectives,
why not
elements of their African make the
principal objective the
culture through generations. unification of the African global

Africa, the elite have been alienated
from their roots.

Africa.

relation to GDP,
estimated to be as

Oppressed

With the abolition of slavery family?
Some Pan Africanists might state
plantations and kept in the 19"* century came social that the principal problem in the
as

slaves, these people survived the
horrors of the
alive

important elements of their
unify movement has been the failure
through generations. reforms and the hope of a to pursue first principles, and that the
With the abolition of slavery in the better life, but racism and
emphasis on the continental
19"' century came social refonns and
dimension has been to the detriment
discrimination persisted.
the hope of a better life, but racism
of the Pan African vision; that the
and discrimination persisted.
severance of Africa from its
diaspora
the colonized peoples.
Migration spread the African diaspora
was and remains a
misconception,
more widely; people of African descent
The human and financial capital of
calculated even, to keep Africans
moved to Europe and to the northern
the diaspora is immense. For example,
pemianently divided.
African culture

states of the US and Canada.

When the slaves

freed, there

were

were some

there

eventually

who returned to

Africa from the US

or

Individuals such

as

the Caribbean.
.lames

Holy

are about 30 000 African Ph.D
holders who live outside the continent.
In some African countries, as many as

30 percent of
live abroad.

the university graduates

In the first two decades of the 20"’

century, the figure of Marcus Garvey
loomed

large in the development of
thinking. With his ‘Back
Africa’ slogan, Garvey inspired

Pan-African
to

Johnson, Edward Wihnot Blyden and
Henry Highland Garnet visited or stayed
in West Africa, establishing schools,
churches and hospitals in Liberia and

billion. Of this amount, about US$22
billion was from the severely indebted,

Sierra Leone, the two countries settled

low-income countries in Sub-Saharan

domination.

by freed slaves. Others stayed in the US
undergoing the trials

Africa

Super-imposed on the issue of
unity before all else arises
the history of the dispersal of Africans
around the world, first through
migration, and then through slavery.
Although the Africans were a
subjugated people, with no role to play

and the Caribbean,

and tribulations which

followed

emancipation. Individuals such

as

Dubois, who was bom in the immediate
aftermath of abolition, had to struggle

against institutional racism
44

to become

The stock of African

held abroad is

private capital
approximately US$ 150

during the period 1982 to 1991.
About 10 percent of this money is equal
to the amount of foreign investment
currently coming into the continent
annually.
According to the Economic
Commision for Africa (EGA), in

millions of followers in his United

Negro Improvement Association to
take pride in their African heritage and
to

contest

the

notion of white

continental
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long been faeed with

to make awards from the sums made

discrimination and violence. This

the world, who had

available, to compensate those whose
property had been expropriated. A

shared

understanding of the need for
became inseparable

freedom and justice

from

the

issue

of

Africa

and

‘Africanness’.
Just

continent

the

had been removed from the

ancestors

continent

Africa

as

as

the

slaves looked towards

source

of their culture and

the Pan African
Congresses that began in London in

identity. Pan-Africanism can hence be
partly defined as ‘the backlash against
slavery’, an expression of resistance by
people whose present-day reality is the
direct consequence of a history of
slavery. It can also be defined as a series
of aspirations arising from Africa itself

1900, made international resolutions

and from its various nations and

which

peoples. Aspirations which include the
desire for peace and freedom, an end to
foreign exploitation, unity and solidarity

Nkrumah

the world stage,

on

critically appraised the world
perspective
of liberation. With hindsight they did
provide justification to the view that so
long as Africans were denied human
rights the world would be diminished
as a consequence and human kind
everywhere would be discomforted.
situation from the African

Whereas African nationalism

the

was

major mobilising idea in the

decolonisation process in Africa, Pan
Africanism represents the international
dimension of African nationalism

-

it

defines the relations between Africans
at

people’s
movement, a struggle against the unjust
and unlawful oppression of African
people. Such oppression is nothing new,
for its origins lie in the enslavement and
exploitation of African people. From
this experience of oppression and
humiliation emerged a new generation
of African leaders, mostly educated in
European-run schools but eager to rid
their countries of the colonial masters.
Such leaders dreamed of

post-independence Africa
than its fair share of pain;
civil
wars,
continued foreign
interference, droughts and famines. Yet
among the bad news certain positive
developments are often overlooked.
However,

more

One of these has been the survival of
the Pan-African ideal and its

practical
implementation in the struggle against
apartheid and racism in Southern

seeing their

nations free from outside rule and of

restoring a sense of pride in their
people’s African identity. Some also had
an even greater dream - of seeing a
divided and exploited Africa reunited.
The coming together of the new African
leaders and the African-descented
communities outside the continent
marked the

beginning of modern PanAfricanism. The struggle of the
emerging African nations against
European colonialism resonated with
the experiences of African people across
SAPK.M DEC EMBER 2000 / .1ANEAR\ 2001

was

also weakened

African

by the division of
progressives on at least two of

the three basic issues which should have
united them

and

gender - and their
dogmatic insistence on the issue of class
alone, has proven to be incoiTect.
Another important aspect of Pan
Africanism is the fight for just and
compensatory reparations for the
historic injustice that slavery represents.
Slavery was defined by the Nuremberg
tribunal as a crime against humanity,
and
thus
in
demanding this
compensation. Pan Africanists are
aware

1999, 16 of Germany’s largest

companies set up a fund to cover claims
by former slave labourers in Nazi
Germany from firms that no longer
exist. Another compensation fund has
been set up by two Swiss banks.
African

In

a

Integration

specific sense, (regional) integration

denotes

a

state

of affairs

-

race

or a

process

which involves the

amalgamation of
separate economies into larger free
trading regions. It is thus concerned
with the discriminatory removal of all
trade impediments and with the
establishment of certain elements of

cooperation and coordination.

positive and negative integration.
Negative refers to the removal of
impediments on trade or to the
elimination of any restrictions on the
process of trade liberalisation. Positive
refers to the modification of existing
instruments and institutions, and to the
ones so as to enable the

creation of new

markets of the

function

integrated

area to

properly.

WTO rules state that

The African nationalist movement

a

In

Sometimes reference is made to

Africa.

home and abroad.

Pan-Africanism is

between Africans.

has had

given

Israel, the Jewish state, at the expense

of other countries in the Middle East.

those

opposed to colonialism
proclaimed an
independent Africa, so those whose
in

as

further illustration is the support
to

integration

schemes

(which are discriminatory
associations by definition) should not
pursue policies which increase the level
of their discrimination beyond that
which existed

prior to their formation.

Tariffs and other trade restrictions must
be removed

substantially all the trade
participants. Regional
integration schemes are discriminatory
on

amongst the

of the financial arrangements

made for the Jews

following World War

II.
At different times different

races

have been

compensated for historic
injustices. For instance, under the
British Foreign Compensation Act of
1950, lump settlements were made by
Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, Egypt and
Romania, with

a

Tribunal established

Nyerere
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because the

where Africans

remove

in the

participating countries
virtually all tariffs and trade
impediments on their mumal trade while
at the same time maintaining the initial
levels against outsiders.
Pan Africanism provides a vision for
unity beyond regional and continental
integration. Indeed, no other political
concept has been able to articulate a
long-term view to save Africa.
To prove that Pan Africanism is
necessarily an integrationist struggle, it
is important to remember the historical
events leading to the formation of the
OAU in 1963, during which period

on

the continent and

diaspora get together is the
United Nations, the Non-Aligned
Movement, etc.
Commonwealth,

the

Even

imperialist
grouping, is more successful in
bringing the African family together.
There

an

tremendous human,

are

financial and physical assets

ofAftican
origin outside of the continent, thus
impoverishing the African continent
and enriching the Western countries
which already benefited unjustly from
the slave trade. How to repatriate these
assets? If a fraction of these assets is

Kwame Nkurumah stated that Africa’s

more

political integration was to be followed
by economic integration.
Nkurumah was not just an
ideologue, but also a practical
revolutionary, because as a build-up to

investment

than the total annual

foreign
flowing into the continent,
then they could make a big difference
if they were brought back to Africa.
It is thus theoretically possible to
solve Africa’s economic problems by

include the

worsening international
policy
shortcomings and failure to translate
African solidarity into concrete
economic environment, domestic

collective actions.
As the late Tanzanian

Julius Nyerere once

president
said, “the future of

Africa, the modernisation of Africa that
has
up

place in the 2P' century, is linked
with its decolonisation and

a

detribalisation.
be

Tribal atavism would

giving

up any hope for
of all the sins that Africa

Africa. And
can

commit,

the sin of

despair would be the most
unforgivable... The current generation
of leaders and the peoples ofAfrica must
pick up the flickering torch of freedom,
refuel it with their enthusiasm and

determination, and carry it

forward” ■
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Gender
Zimbabwe

Women’s

access

to land

Gaynor G Paradza

w

omen’s

access

to land in

Zimbabwe has become

a

subject of intense debate as
poverty worsens, and urban areas
increasingly fail to provide

employment for the poor.
Traditionally, women in Zimbabwe
can only have access to land through a
male guardian, in whose name land
rights are registered. This can be a
spouse or a male relative, including a
son. The reasons are varied but the effect

including an increase in the
vulnerability of women in the rural
is the same,

and observance of
imposed on the public
interest. Freehold tenure is prevalent on
the large and small-scale commercial
farming estates of Zimbabwe, which
constitute 36.8 percent of the national
land holdings.
Women only have unlimited access
to land if they own a commercial farm,
which is registered under freehold title.

will continue to be

payment of taxes

factors that

land-use controls

an interplay of
impact negatively on the
country’s overall capacity to produce

can

food.
In Zimbabwe, all land

is vested in

the President, who holds it on behalf of
the

people. However, there are different
provisions under which individuals and
institutions

can

hold land'. These

are

communal, leasehold, and freehold.
Under the communal tenure system,
which covers 41.8 percent of all of

In the resettlement and communal

areas.

Although women in Zimbabwe have
always participated in agricultural
production, they still remain invisible at
the level of formulation of land

distribution
focused on
As

a

policy, which has so far

racially based discrepancies.

result,

men

have been the main

beneficiaries of the various land
redistribution initiatives in Zimbabwe,
and where women have been allocated
land, such has not been reflected in
official records.
The Case for Women’s Access to Land

In

Africa,

women

play a key role in the

management ofnatural resources and in
food production, as they represent
almost 70 percent of the continent’s total
agricultural labor. However, more,

prominently in countries such as
Botswana, Lesotho and Zimbabwe,
women’s rights to land have been
neglected, a situation which has over the
years worsened their condition.
In

urban

a

situation of increased rural-to-

migration,

as

is often the case in

Africa, it is women who remain behind
in the rural areas, while men

seek paid

employment in urban centres

or as

on

the commercial

fanning sector. These

of the

seasonal labourers

are some

Women at work: However, social and cultural
from the process of land policy formulation

Zimbabwe’s land holdings, communities

right of control over
land, which can then be allocated to
individual members of the community
for cultivation. Although under such a
system land can be inherited, it can not

fanning areas, women’s access to land
is determined by their marital status,
with the first wife in a polygamous
situation, having the most security of
tenure. Divorced, single and widowed
women have relatively less secure rights

be sold.

to

are

accorded the

The leasehold system
to

pay rent

for land

allows

over a

users

specified

factors that should militate in favour of

period.

women’s increased access to land. But
if such access is dependent upon a

Under the freehold system, full
private ownership is granted without any
obligations to the state other than the

woman

having a man, it means that there
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values combine to exclude them

land.
While

and

equal
reality, culture is used
to subjugate women’s rights. The origin
of this practice is a matter for debate,
but it has been blamed on the corruption
of the custom by the white settlers.
men

women are

before the law, in
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However, others blame it

on

men’s

vulnerable to the actions of her spouse.

reluctance to

This

give up control, which this
arrangement gives them over women’s
labor and power. Others still blame it
on the system of bride price, which
forces men to pay a certain amount of
money and goods to the family of the
woman, as a marriage bond.

Strategies used by Women to Access

really makes it ditTicult for manied
women to make long term plans or

The bottlenecks faced

investment

led them

on

communal

and

resettlement land

Land

to

devise

by

have
strategies to
cases, they have
women

new

registered in their
spouse’s name. Traditional leaders
(predominantly men) are responsible for
allocating land rights. Only men have
rights that are registered on access to

in

attempted to reassert their customary
rights by growing vegetables and
groundnuts for sale and for their own
consumption. Those employed in the

land and natural

commercial

as

Another

Whichever the case, the effect is that

Zimbabwe, rural women are viewed
dependents of their husbands, fathers,
sons or male guardians.
The result is
that

women

are

forced

to

between

marriage and “rights”. This
persisted, despite the fact
that most men are no longer resident in
the communal areas, leaving women
solely responsible for land management.
Men are recognized as legal
registered owners of land. They decide
whether or not to give some of that land
their wife to

crop.

use

it for her

In the communal

areas,

used

in

the

allocation of land is the

choose

situation has

to

resources.

criteria

some

fanning sector commute
periodically to grow crops for food and
cash in their

ability of
applicants to present a certificate in
agricultural training. This has
disadvantages for women, who because

infomial land rental market in the rural

of tradition

areas.

are

often denied

education, and thus

are

access to

unable to

compete with men on an equal basis.
It is therefore clear that under

a

system through which women rely on
the good will of men to access land, their

own

when

land. In

access

Male divorcees

respective communal

lands. But the

increasing shortage of
land has created a new phenomenon of
Otherwise

women are

left with

little choice but to stay in abusive
marriages where they risk contracting
very

Aids and

The

are

vulnerable

current wave

to

violence.

of fann invasions

by land hungry peasants, eonsisting
mo.stly of women, .serves to highlight
the

extent

of landlessness

in

eligible Zimbabwe, and its function in
for grClZlUg HglttS blit fetlialc perpetuating poverty.
land for his family He could
But
than the society as a
deciher
^de diyorceeS COlt Oltlv
be granted
to give some of It to his wife for
•^1*1
wlfole, land deprivation in
The
allocated
grazing rights IJ they tiave Zimbabwe has had the most negative
land

was

abundant, a married man
allocated a standard portion of
was

are

more

^

■

,

own use.

extra

man was

an

third of the standard portion

cilStody of their children, effects on the development and
forevery other wife he married. But
progress of women, who constitute
with increasing land shortage, this
IS VCry rare 111 tllC more than half of the country’s
is no longer possible. The secondary
population.
Åfrican SOCicty.
rights of women to land are not
At the core of the problem is the
registered, and as such women
issue of government policy on land,
continue to depend on the goodwill of
which has for many years been
rights will continue to be compromised,
the male benefactor to grant them user
with the amount of land allocated to
premised on race while ignoring those
women inadequate for their needs.
rights. Married women are entitled to
existing sex-based disparities within the
In addition, the fact that women do
black population itself
grazing rights only if their husband has
abandoned them or is living outside the
not make decisions on what crops to
Women can no longer wait for the
country. Widows could be denied
grow can have a direct etTect on food
system to decide on their faith. They
need to make use of their numerical
grazing rights if they refuse to be
security at the family level, as males will
inherited by their late husband’s
usually opt to grow cash crops. This
advantage and bring pressure to bear
kinsman. Male divorcees are eligible for
increases the woman s’ burden, as she
on the government in order to force it
has to find alternative means to feed the
to translate political rhetoric into
grazing rights but female divorcees can
only be granted grazing rights if they
concrete action. One way is for women
family.
have custody of their children, which is
This
has
other
to have a proportional representation in
negative
all government structures specifically
very rare in the African society.
consequences, as the money resulting
Access is not easily conferred to
from the sale of produce is solely
set up to deal with the land issue.
eontrolled by the man. who singleBecause of their inherent special
single or divorced women. In some
areas, widows have relatively secure
condition of vulnerability, women
handedly may decide what to apply it
rights over the land they use and even
on, including marrying another wife.
require affinnative action programmes
divorcees can make a claim to be
that allow them to have preferential
Polygamy has additional negative
allocated some land in their exsocial consequences in Zimbabwe,
access to land, even if through the
husband’s village. There is virtually no
introduction ofa system of quotas.
commonly known as "harv est suicides”.
These occur after crop harvest, when
provision for a man’s subsequent wives
However, above all, only if women
in a polygamous marriage. These
wives who would have provided the bulk
are well organised in strong lobby
women are catered for
of the labor are excluded from deciding
through further
groups to campaign aggressively for
subdivision of the first wife’s land or
where the money should be applied, and
their rights to be recognised, can they
redistribution of the man’s whole plot.
often are left alone to care for the
make their voice louder for government
Either way, the wife’s rights are
children.
to listen and respond
t

•

t

yvllich
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Ndabaningi Sithole: The
making of a nationalist
Ibbo Mandaza

N
sense

sociological fascination. Subsequently,
in 1932, the family moved to Shabani

dabaningi Sithole, who died
December 12, was the
nationalist in the conventional

on

of the term:

his

was

generation of leaders who

were
historical link between the

earlier

But the thirst for education had

already gripped the young Ndabaningi,

(now Zvishavane) where his maternal
uncle. Captain Sigauke, was stationed.

not

the

the

With that

non

began Ndabaningi’s transition

phase of colonial

conquest that began in 1890
and

the

modern

day

because

educational

appeared to be the sine qua

of progress and equality with the
white man! And so, in 1935, he
walked 13 miles to reach Dadaya
mission where Garfield and
Grace Todd were in charge. Here

began his first experience with
missionaries, an interesting if not

Zimbabwean nationalism that

began to

least

achievement

express itself in the
In fact, Ndabaningi’s

arrival of Cecil John Rhodes’

also ironical set of relationships
in the context of which the young
nationalist would develop. There
is the obvious tension between a

henchmen in Zimbabwe

Christianity based also

1940’s.

father, Chandiwana, was bom in
1888, just two years before the
on

eolonialism

September 12, 1890, an event
which marked the beginnings of

the

one

on

hand, and,

the other, the

dynamics of an
empowered
the challenge to white supremacy.
All this is played out at Dadaya
and
beyond, even when
Ndabaningi Sithole has been
ordained as a pastor in 1958 and
is at the same time preparing his
celebrated
work, African
on

education which also

Rhodesia.
As

Ndabaningi Sithole
explains in his autobiography,
An
Ndabaningi Sithole:
Autobiography, (to be released
soon by SAFES Books, 2000),
“Hence my father grew up in an
atmosphere dominated by a
doctrine that aggressively
asserted the raeial superiority of
the white

on

man on

the

one

Nationalism.

hand.

on the other, the racial
inferiority of the black man. The
African liberation struggle of the

and,

latter half of the 20"’ century
revolved around this

superiority/

inferiority axis...”

Sithole:
borders

From Dadaya, Ndabaningi
graduated to Waddilove Training
Institute, Marondera, in 1939.
Two years later, now a trained
teacher, he would return to
Dadaya mission. “Like all good
things,
my days came to an end,
His nationalist credentials go beyond the
but I left Waddilove supercharged
of his home country, Zimbabwe

with academic ambition.
Zimbabwean Nationalist Roots

But

Ndabaningi Sithole was also a
organic sense of the
word, bred and developed as he was into
adulthood and national politics in the
context of the melting pot out of which
emerged the Zimbabwean identity.
Ndabaningi Sithole was bom on July
21,1920 at Endoweni, Nyamandlovu,
near what is today Zimbabwe’s second
largest city, Bulawayo. It was there
where he spent mueh of his early
childhood years, with his maternal
family, a period he describes in his
autobiography with much zest and
nationalist in the

SAPEM DECEMBER 2000 / JANUARY 2001

1 had

from the mral

seen

The School Years

Waddilove) studying by correspondence.
1 made up my mind to do the same thing
wherever I would be posted as a teacher,
which happened to be Dadaya Mission
in 1941. I was sorry to leave Waddilove.

setting of Enondweni in
Nyamandlovu, to the urban and mine
eompounds of the Midlands.

It is here where

Ndabaningi began
completed Sub
B in 1934. Thereafter, he began work
at the age of 14, as a “black piccani
working for the white man”. He was
employed as a garden boy by Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Hatfield. “This was my
first experience inside a white man’s
house,” writes Ndabaningi in his
autobiography.
school in 1933 and had

all well educated teachers (like
Herbert Mano who was a teacher at

It had been sueh

a

nice school to me”.

African Nationalism

In fact, Ndabaningi completed the Junior
Certificate,
Junior
Certificate
(Matriculation Exemption) and the

Bachelor of Arts

(South Africa) by
correspondence, the latter qualification
49
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being awarded in 1950. But education
only the means to an end, the
struggle for liberation. Education and
politics were so entwined; through the
process, the reality of the colonial
system lay bare, prompting and
provoking responses that, with time,
became markedly revolutionary. But
was

educational achievement also fueled

political ambition, the quest for a
leadership role, and the foundations of
a patriarchal figure that Ndabaningi
Sithole carried from his teaching days
to the head of nationalist politics, “ft
was these songs (like Nkosi sikelela
iAfrika) that burnt African nationalism
into my soul and 1 passed
students... In the history

this on to
that 1
taught to my classes, there was
a large section which dealt with
the Xhosa
at

the

wars

with the Dutch

Cape. The whole class

my

(Do it yourself), Sifiso (Wish),
Sikhululekile (We are free) and
The
Mpilwenhle (Good life),
speaks: “Some of our
sophisticated relatives suggested (after

nationalist
our

first child

was

born at Mnene

Mission) an English name to show that

progressive family. I replied
that the day when a white man calls his
child by a Ndebele or Shona name, I
shall also call mine by an English name.
It was during this time that a strike
broke out at Dadaya Mission, following
a dispute over the quality of food in the
boarding house. The principal,
Garfield Todd, had insisted that the girl
we were a

boarders should eat sadza without

So, because of his open criticism of
Principal Garfield Todd, Ndabaningi
Sithole was held to be the ringleader of
the whole strike. But Sithole remained
defiant: “whoever beat the
bare buttocks

Mission. Thereafter, the fall-out with

teaching
profession, even bordering on the openly
political. Todd had applied to the Native
Affairs Department to have Sithole
“blacklisted” for five years, meaning
that, if the application succeeded, this
should have meant that Sithole would
not be able to teach

Todd himself had
already been acquitted in the
magistrate’s court on the charge
of assaulting the girl strikers.

Todd

there in the

white

Cape in the Battle
by the Zulu

for the next

five years.

started in the classrooms. It was

of Isandlwana

of the

Todd would haunt his entire

was on

Coats at the

cause

Ndabaningi Sithole was
summarily dismissed by Garfield Todd
from the teaching staff at Dadaya

felt nationalistic, so that it was
that African nationalism

extermination ofthe British Red

girls on their

the real

strike”.

true

history books, and
consciously and unconsciously
the black teachers taught it. The

was

“It

was

clear to

trial

was

me

that what

not so much Mr.

white supremacy.

The
society
could not aflbrd
to return any other verdict except
acquittal... But this Dadaya
incident again visited Zimbabwe
as

...

in 1993 when

a

white farmer

stripped naked fifty black women

thrilled both students and black

and forced them to march in that

teacher alike. The Zulu warrior

condition in

became the model of heroism,

African

bravery and patriotism...
“The question which most of
my students often asked me year
after year was: ‘How is it that

supremacy dies hard. The very
nerve to do that still stuns me in

an

independent

country,

White

both cases”.

the black man,

Nationalist Politics

white

Of course, the late 1940’s marked
the beginnings of the formal

in such a vast
majority, is still ruled by the
man

in

such

an

insignificant minority?’ I had Chikerema: Like Sithole in the 1950s, the entry into formal politics nationalist politics in Zimbabwe.
The 1948 General Strike occurred
no answer to this question was almost by invitation
while Ndabaningi Sithole was
except to say that the white man
had superior weapons that killed from
teaching at Tegwani. It pervaded the
sugar, but the girls wouldn’t. “So the
afar while the black man had weapons
teaching profession where black
girl strikers were punished by being
teachers received lower salaries than
that killed at close range. But the 1960’s
sjamboked on their bare buttocks. This
their white counterparts with equivalent
was a most unusual act and it sparked
and the 1970’s provided the true answer
off a country-shaking strike, and boys
in the context of Zimbabwe when the
qualifications. As one teacher put it
with respect to the violence that was
and girls walked to Shabani in search
African nationalists, having acquired the
meted out to the strikers in 1948: “We
of justice. Several teachers were
same weaponry as the whites, made
asked for higher wages, they give us
accused
of
having brewed the strike,
good their claim to independence in
bullets instead. We ask for better
and I was among them. I did not
1980”.
hesitate to denounce the act of beating
working conditions, they shoot us dead”.
It was against this background that
the girls in their bare buttocks. To me
Fall Out With the Todds
it
was
a
Ndabaningi
gravitated to the grassroots,
gross insult to black
Ndabaningi Sithole’s launch into
with
womanhood,
and
to
the
black
man.
respect
to both religion and politics.
politics began while at Dadaya Mission
His experience at Reverend Nemapare’s
These girls’ ages ranged from fourteen
in the mid-1940’s. He had married a
African Methodist Church were the
to eighteen years of age. I still recall
fellow teacher, Canaan Mafu, in 1946.
beginnings of his departure from the
bursting out then: ‘Even heathens in the
Together, they had six children:
formal missionary establishment to the
villages cannot do such a thing. It’s
(Perseverance),
Simphikelelo
“African Independent Church” system.
never
done!’
”.
Dingindlela (Find the Way), Zibonele
50
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He writes: “The

origins of the African
Independent Church were to be found
in and associated with this fact of being
a conquered people from which the
black man wanted to run away. To put
the same thing differently, the black man
was averse

to white

domination, not

only in a political sense but also in a
religious sense. He desired to be master
of his destiny and captain of his soul in
the land of his birth”.
The African

Independent Church
concept became increasingly political,
particularly so in the hands of persons
like Ndabaningi Sithole. “1 had never
taken kindly to the defeat of the Shona/
Ndebele during the rebellion of 1896/
7; or the defeat of Chief Mapondera in
1903, or the defeat of King
Lobengula in 1893... I joined
Nemapare’s church to get a real
feel of what it

was

like to

in

1974, the apparent disdain and even
feeling of being marginalized at the

the

national level

really irked him. This will

doubt have contributed to his death
when it did occur.
no

Besides, like many of his educated
contemporaries in the 1950’s, the entry
into formal politics was almost by
invitation. “It was during my brief stay
in Harare (in 1959) that I was visited
by twenty-nine year old George
Nyandoro. He was bubbling with his
campaign against the colour bar signs
throughout the country. ‘Colour bar
must go’, he would say. ‘If they don’t
want to see a black man, then they must
go back where they came from’”.
Subsequently, Sithole enlisted with such

Ndabaningi Sithole

in 1963. according to Sithole, another
party, the Democratic Party, was formed
to take ZANU’s place, but this, too, was
banned, having survived for only two

days.
“From 1963 onwards, African

nationalists took to the bush. I took off
for China to

negotiate for the first guns
struggle. Noel Mukono
went to Ghana to set up a training camp
for our ZANU guerillas. Felix Rice led
for

our

our

anned

first cadres to China for Guerilla

training and among this group was
Emmerson Mnangagwa, and so the
armed struggle that was to rage for
fourteen years, leading to the
country’s independence in 1980,
was

bom.

run

The Final Years

As has

already been intimated,
Ndabaningi Sithole’s political
career was frustrated by a

Sithole went to Mount Selinda

So, he had been to

Dadaya Mission, Waddilove
Institution, Tegwani Mission,
Wesley Mission, and now

combination

Mount Selinda.

conflicts

settler

The latter

nationalist

for

in

For him, the USA was a

democracy, the antithesis of

the first trained guerrilias under

top

post

running
in post-

time, he was well out of favour with the
post-independent Africa in general, to
his

the

genesis and
development of African nationalism in
Zimbabwe than for anything he tried to
do in post-independent period.
For a man who had thrived on public
attention, and lived to write in detail
about how people

feted him all over the
country when he came out of detention
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further

Paul

independence in 1980, Ndabaningi
Sithole emerged a lonely figure,
virtually isolated in the national political
landscape, to be confined to his home
area of Chipinge where his ZANU

nationalist movement,

project America as the
as a whole.
By that

This

mainstream liberation movement

would seek to

model for Africa

1978.

marginalized him vis-a-vis the
that

the turn of the 1960s, a number of other
educated persons had become part ofthe

for

the

young men as James Chikerema,
Morton Malianga, Peter Mutandwa,

“evil” of “socialism” and
“communism”. Back in self-imposed
exile in the USA in 1984-92, Sithole
the

more

politics.

Zimbabwe.
independent
Compelled by the circumstances
in which he found himself trying
to survive politically, he became
part of the “internal settlement”

for the breach with Mnangagwa: One of
Sithoie’s ieadership
formal liberation politics by the

to

a

found himself out of the

accounts

remembered

became

by
1975, Ndabaningi Sithole had

leadership qualities in the
community, and set the
foundations for study in the USA
and the subsequent entry into
fonnal nationalist politics. But
America had had a profound and
lasting
impression
on
Ndabaningi Sithole. This was
bound to pervade his political
philosophy and, perhaps,

contribution

that

But suffice it to state that

his

be

regime and the internecine

characteristic of Zimbabwean

exposed him to
management issues, developed

model of

incessant

of

incarceration at the hands of the

station

late 1970’s.

its national

Thereafter, Sithole became
the president of the break-away ZANU

things for and by ourselves..
From Wesley Mission,
Mission.

as

chairman.

Mushonga and Edson Sithole. By

including Robert
Mugabe and Herbert Chitepo.
Ndabaningi Sithole was not part of

the ANC which

was

formed in 1959,

presumably because he
USA at the time.

was still in the
But he became the

treasurer-general of the National
Democratic Party (NDP) which
succeeded the ANC in 1961. It

was

led

by Michael Mawema. On the banning
of the NDP by the Southern Rhodesia
authorities in December, 1962, ZAPU
was
formed in the same year, with

was now

under

the

ZAPU PF and ZANU PF,
Patriotic Front.
At

(Ndonga) survives less as a political
party than the reflection of a people’s
commitment to their patriarch in that
part of the country.
Sithole’s life is testimony to the
vagaries and tribulations of the
colonialist era. He was a product of the
times, even though he did try to look
beyond, towards a free Zimbabwe for
which he fought but never quite
enjoyed ■
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South Africa: Limits to

change

by Hein Marais, Zed Books and UCT Press, 1998
Reviewed by Lloyd M. Sachikonye

S

outh Africa is the dominant

regional power in
Southern Africa. It is the richest economy in Africa,
with a GDP of US$133 billion, a per capita income

of US$3 160.00, and Southern Africa’s

largest exporter.
Having abolished apartheid in 1994, South Africa should
therefore be a country with everything going for it. It had
far greater potential for more rapid growth and deeper
industrialisation than other African countries at their
transition to

majority rule. But things are not quite what
they look like or ought to be.
This important book explores the political economy of
transition in South Africa. It begins with a thoughtful account
of the dynamics of the political transition in the mid-1990s.
Hein Marais observes that an instrumentalist conception of
the state, like the case before elsewhere in Africa, was dominant
in the national democratic movement. The state was regarded
as a site of concentrated power, which once
captured, would
become the central agent of transformation. Thus the objective
of the liberation struggle became the seizure of state power in
order to work its levers in the interests of the majority. Instead
of seizing power, the liberation movement negotiated its partial
transfer. Instead of taking over and transforming the state, the
liberation movement found itself assimilated to it.

Presumably, it could not have been otherwise. The political
economy of transition in Zimbabwe similarly included these
elements of compromise with the existing order, and a delayed

transformation, which would result in the birth of new political
forces in the 1990s. However, the

receive would be trickle-down benefits from a ‘modernised’
South Africa. The choices for South Africa, as was the case of

Zimbabwe and elsewhere,
effort and programme to

future of the alliance. The first is

class and social bias is
terrain of

that it

This becomes clearer when the issues of economic control
and

ownership of redistribution

are

examined. While

some

social forces pressed for broad-ranging transformation. South
African capitalists hoped that political dcmocratisation would

grounding for structural adjustments that would
a new cycle of sustained accumulation. A cycle
that include efforts to cultivate and incorporate a black
economic elite as junior partners in a white-run economy.
Hence the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR)
strategy and the marginalisation of the redistributive
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). As
Marais argues, there are forces in the ruling ANC which arc
now wedded to an economic agenda which conflicts
fundamentally with the aspirations and rights of the majority
of South Africans. The neo-liberal features of the government’s
macro-cconmic strategy, the elitist nature of black
empowerment ventures and obeisance to corporate South
serve as a

inaugurate

Africa

arc

therefore not anomalies.

This is

worrying. Left unchecked, the defining trends of
lead to a revised division of society in which
only about 30 per cent of the population would benefit from
the transition. The best that the remaining 70 per cent would

the transition may
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a

concerted

one

in which the Alliance

splits due to accumulated contradictions and tensions. This
would imply that a rump of the alliance, most likely labour,
would develop a different strategic vision of what the transition
should involve. The translation of that vision would require a
political party framework, which would pose competition to

continues.

was

stark. There could be

dismember the historically derived
‘Two Nation’ character of its society. This would involve the
redistribution of resources and power to the previously deprived
majority, and this would provide conditions for a new expansive
hegemony for the new ruling bloc. Or there could be an
entrenchment of the ‘Two Nation’ society in which a small
increasingly multi-racial enclave and a big impoverished
majority co-exist precariously.
This is the background against which the simmering
tensions within the ‘Triple Alliance’ consisting of the ANC
itself, the South African Communist Party (SAPC) and the
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) should
be explained. Slow economic growth and considerable
retrenchments have provided conditions for labour protests.
Cosatu, as well as the SACP, have been consistently vocal
against the GEAR adjustment measures. Now the pressure for
speedy land reform continues to grow, and takes on added
momentum in the light of developments in Zimbabwe. Indeed,
the question has begun to be asked whether the alliance will
survive intact. Marais charts four possible scenarios for the

significance of 1994 in South
signalled the weakening of the old ruling
bloc. The apartheid Nationalist party is now a mere shadow of
its former self Nevertheless, Marais rightly insists that the
ANC’s accession to power did not quite fill the resultant
vacuum. Rather it intensified the
struggle over which set of
forces would constitute a new ruling bloc. That contest
Africa

are

the ANC. The second scenario would be one in which there
would be no split, but where there would be a continued struggle
for the ‘heart and soul’ of the ANC, particularly by elements
in the SACP and COSATU. This approach presumes that the
not

immanent and fixed but remains ‘a

struggle’. Change would be sought through
influencing the strategic vision of the ANC from within. The
third scenario presumes that the ANC has working-class bias
which is constant and intact, and that the challenge is to ensure
that commitments imprinted in that bias are advanced by the
ANC. At the same time, GEAR should not necessarily be
abandoned. This has been termed the ‘watch-dog scenario’.
The fourth scenario is

one

in which Cosatu and the SACP

arc

strapped into the envelope of ‘pragmatism’ of the ANC
government. Their influence and authority in policy and

decision-making have been severely cramped, and their
attempts to dispute dominant perspectives discouraged. This
margin would continue.
This book is a thought-provoking one, offering fresh
perspectives on unfolding developments in South Afnca. Unlike
most related literature, it does not confine itself to analysis of
changes in the newly-won ‘political kingdom’. It innovatively
links political developments to shifts in the economic and social
base. The much-touted South African ‘exceptionalism’ in the
African context clearly has been overdone. South Africa shares
most of the basic problems faced by its neighbours: poverty,
sharp inequalities and the challenge of constructing hegemony
in the economic and political arenas
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brick

in

oblong mass of hardened clay used
building - v.t. build, block etc. with bricks.
n.

Ref; COLLINS ENGLISH DICTIONARY
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Macdonald Bricks

a

brick is

more

just compacted clay fired to perfection.
the foundation of great things.
kev to the building of a family home or
making of a harmonious business

is

environment.
It provides shelter for the sick and places for
learning and entertainment.
It gives us walls for security and protection.
It is there to be walked on or gazed up at - to
be practical or pretty.
The laying of a brick signifies new
beginnings - a new start.
It embodies all the hopes and aspirations of
great things to come.
With so much at stake, shouldn’t you take a
little time in choosing the right brick.
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Face Bricks • Industrials • Commons* Pavers • Quarry Tiles

Montgomery Works. RO. Box 297, Bulawayo, Zmbabwe. Tel: (263)(9) 226063, 226088, 227073. Fax (263)(9) 226086.
Wiilsgrove Works. RO. Box 9090, Hillside. Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. Tel: (263)(9) 72818/9, 72838.Fax: (263)(9) 63017. e-mail: macbrick@acacia.samara.co.zw
A division of Radar Investments,
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DARK BRINDLE LIGHT BRINDLE

RADAR

Whatever the

specifications,
we’Ji suppiy the frames
I

m

Whether it’s standard
frames that you

or

custom-made steel window

need, Radar Metal Industries will

supply them.
Look for the RMI seal of

quality if you want lasting
quality, backed up by the finest distribution and
delivery service in Zimbabwe.

Radar Metal Industries
Manufacturers of steel window and door frames.

flyscreens and wire nails.
Bukjwoyo (Head Office)
Ironbridge Road. Donnington, Buiowayo
RO.Box 1008, Bulavwayo, Zimbabwe
Tel; (263-09) 75911 Fax: (263-09) 75919
e-mafl; radaTmet@acoclQ.samara.co.2w
Harare
11 Nuffteld Rood, WofWrtgton, Harare
RO.Box ST 203, Southerton, Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel:
BROWN ft KINLOCH ADVERTISING 6)49

(263-4) 754284/6 Fax: (263-4) 754859
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Excellaicc • Reliability
Service

